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Abstract  

This study examines 200 music videos from Taiwan the USA for their sexual content 

lyrical and visual presentation. The second focus is the illustration of themes in songs. 

Results of a content analysis shows that in terms of sexual content in music videos, the USA 

is still more sexual than Taiwan as a whole; however, the increase of sexual imagery in music 

videos is greater in Taiwan in 2010 compared to in 2000 than that from USA in 2010 

compared to 2000. Within-country comparisons show that the increase in images is greater 

than that in lyrics from 2000 to 2010 in both countries. For themes in songs, in both years, 

over 80% of the songs analyzed from Taiwan are love theme songs. Songs from the USA are 

more varied, and from 2000 to 2010, there are 20% less love theme songs.   

On the whole, this study agrees with previous studies, which found that love 

manifested in lyrics is often an asexual kind of love in Taiwan, while in the USA physical 

desires are often outright portrayed, regardless of the song themes. Although the sexual level 

in music videos images have not yet reached an alarming level, researchers should, however, 

keep track of the sexual content because music videos do take up a part in forming a 

socializing environment, especially for the young people.  

 

Key words: Sexual content, theme, music video, lyrics, Taiwan, USA.  
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Chapter 1.   Introduction 

 

Research Motives 

Music Industry has always been fascinating to both ordinary people and academic 

people. Music soothes people, expresses for people, and it also influences people in many 

ways. What influence and how great the influence are two major questions that interest many 

researchers in communication studies, cultural studies and sociology discipline. As a member 

of the pop culture generation who happens to be in the communication studies, the idea of 

looking into the relationship between music industry and its social/cultural meaning naturally 

occurs. Among numerous aspects that could be chosen to examine popular music culture, 

music videos are decided to be the window from which I look into this fascinating world. 

Music Videos are a unique combination of vocal, lyrical and visual presentation. 

Quandt distinguished between watching music videos in two ways: as foreground activity 

(without other activity) and as background activity (while engaged in other activities) (as 

cited in Nikorowitsch & Sligo, 2008). While the audiences watch videos as foreground 

activity, it was almost impossible to multitask, unlike watching as background activity, which 

made it assemble to listening to a song from the radio or CD. When the audiences paid more 

attention to the music video, it was naturally for the audiences to remember the song, the 

singer(s), even the lyrics to the song.  

Music videos, for that reason, not only served as the best promotion tool, but also the 

most influential music product on the audience, in terms of social values and sex values. 

What we usually called common sense could be viewed as a type of values reinforced by 

mass media repeatedly for a long time, and in the long run, the common senses would turn 

into stereotypes and ideologies. Music, both in its lyrical and visual aspect, served as one of 

the popular couriers for the stereotypes and ideologies to form. For that reason, to understand 

how popular music influenced a society or even a culture, music videos were one of the best 

aspects to be examined.  

The study of music videos has been paid considerable attentions in Western 

communication studies. Music videos have become an important means for the music 

industry to successfully catch the audience’s attention and make the music popular. After 

Music Television’s (MTV) launching in August 1981, in the U.S.A., music videos have since 
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then turned into a crucial commercial weapon for record companies. With the more 

sophisticated music videos produced and played on MTV later on, MTV has then been a 

popular outlet of audio-visual entertainment for the young people (Hansen & Hansen, 2000).  

Since the introduction of MTV Mandarin in the 90s, with the help of KTV (Karaoke) 

culture, Chinese music industry has changed its face--with music videos becoming an 

indispensable product in Chinese popular music industry, artists’ appearance and other 

elements (e.g., make-up, costume, choreography, etc.) in addition to their vocal performance 

started to come into play in promoting singers. Despite that, researches of music videos were 

often hard to come by in Taiwan’s communication studies.  

Among many different aspect of music videos that could be researched, sexual 

content in music videos was one of the most studied aspects in Western communication 

studies because it was believed to have a great impact on people’s, especially the teenagers’, 

sexual perception, values and behaviors (Arnett, 2002; Bogt et al., 2010; Hansen, 1989; 

Hansen & Hansen, 1990; Kalof, 1999; Zhang et al., 2008).  

Many studies focused on the sexualization in lyrics. Richard et al. (2003) examined 

the expressions of love, sex, and hurt themes in 100 popular songs from 1958 to 1998. 

Another content analysis examined popular songs from 1959 to 2009 (Cougar Hall et al., 

2011), while even more studies put emphasis on sexual imagery in music videos and its effect 

on the audience (Gow, 1990; Hansen & Hansen, 1990; Kistler & Lee, 2010; Zhang et al., 

2010).  

In spite of the numerous studies in the Western society, there have been few 

researches on the sexual content in either the lyrics or video images in Taiwan. The reason 

might be the traditional view of sex being an unspeakable private matter, and therefore sexual 

content was naturally rare in publications. When there has not been any sexual content, there 

would be no need to inspect.  

However, as the international communication happened more and more often, it was 

possible that the music industry was influenced by the Western music industry, and therefore 

sexual content in music might increase, and so did the need for researches to catch up with 

the Western studies.  
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Research Background 

Music videos came into prominence almost at the same time MTV made its debut in 

1981 in the U.S.A. As early as 1985, Baxter and colleagues had published a content analysis 

on music videos. In Taiwan, even though research on music videos had appeared as early as 

1994 (Wu, 1994), even a year before MTV’s launching in Taiwan, follow-up studies were not 

as abundant and thorough as in the Western countries. Surprisingly, there had been no 

content analyses of sexual content in music videos in Taiwan while many had been done in 

the U.S.A. (Arnett, 2002; Aubrey & Frisby, 2011; Baxter et al., 1985; Bornales, 2007; 

Cooper, 1985; Gow, 1990; Hansen & Hansen, 1990; Turner, 2011; Turner, 2005; Wallis, 

2011; Zhang et al., 2010).    

This study tried to start catching up with the Western sexual content studies by 

examining music videos produced in Taiwan in 2000 and 2010, comparing to music videos of 

U.S.A. from the same period of time to see what differences existed between the two 

counties/cultures; in addition to between-county comparison, music videos during the two 

different time periods were also compared to see the changes within the countries.  
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Chapter 2.   Literature Review 
 

This study aimed to compare the love relationship and sexuality portrayal in popular 

music videos of Taiwan and U.S.A. Two cross-sectional comparisons would be applied: 

between countries and within countries. Music videos would be broken down in lyrical and 

visual aspects.  

The following sections give background knowledge of music videos, and its 

relationships with MTV and the Internet; relevant literature would be reviewed on sexual 

content and theme in pop songs.  

 

Music Videos  

Music videos in today’s culture were more than just a means of publicizing singers’ 

names and singles; they communicated values and changed a culture. Music videos, as Rubin 

et al. suggested (as cited in Hansen & Hansen, 2000), were frequently liked more than music 

alone, because music videos added visual dimension to music; as such, they increased the 

potential for excitation and provided more social information for audience to learn. The 

visual content gave meanings, or even incorporated different meanings to the original music.  

Music videos initially were film clips created as a type of promotion of artists’ latest 

music release by the record companies. The original idea was to hold the viewers’ attention 

long enough to catch and remember the artist’s name and record/song name (Bornales, 2007). 

Today, music videos were more than simply that: they were a type of advertising; however, 

they sold not only the artist and record, but the director, the cinematographer, the 

choreographer, the stylist, (Reiss & Feineman, 2000) and more importantly, the ideology, i.e., 

through the characters’ performance in the videos, they were telling the viewers how and 

what they should think and act.  

The earlier music videos, or more precisely, prototype of music videos, were a kind of 

one-song film called “promotional clips” made for Panoram visual jukebox in the 1940s. 

They were then short films of musical selections, displaying usually a band playing on a 

movie-set bandstand (Music Video, n.d.). Throughout the decades until 1980s when MTV 

was introduced, music videos had developed various visual techniques and styles, but they 
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remained a commercial-like clips which were played when singers could not perform live 

(Music Video, n.d.).  

Taiwan saw its very first music video in 1981, i.e., Everyone, come together (大家一

起來) by Zhang, Ai-Jia (張艾嘉) (Chen, 1999). The blooming of music videos in Taiwan was 

when MTV Taiwan set foot in 1995, resembling the development pattern of music videos in 

the U.S.A. As music videos grew more important both in the music industry and everyday 

life, Golden Melody Awards (金曲奬) starting from 2000 officially put The Best Music Video 

Directer into its award categories (Li, 2009).  

 

Music Videos and MTV 

 Music videos, however, did not have the current influence from day one. It was not 

until MTV’s appearance in 1981 in the United States that music videos began to be 

appreciated by record companies. When mentioning music videos, one would think of MTV, 

the television channel that became the first television channel in history that made music 

videos its sole content. MTV not only helped creating the modern music videos we see today 

but also became the mainstream medium, which popularized teen culture in the 1980s and 

1990s (Li, 2009). 

MTV and Music videos then became two inseparable elements in the making of 

popular music business. By producing popular music, they also created a new consumer 

culture which the popular culture that influenced people, especially the teenagers’ values and 

behaviors.   

• MTV  

Music videos came into prominence in 1980s when MTV based its content on them, 

played 24 hours a day. MTV has then changed the largely held opinion of music videos clips 

and created a nationwide music network in the United States. MTV also brought underground 

music into distinction, such as new wave of the 80’s and grunge of the 90’s. Artists’ gained 

exposure on MTV was reflected on the ranks on Billboard charts (Bornales, 2007).  

MTV’s success was not only limited in the U.S.A., it has later become a worldwide 

phenomenon. It was launched in Taiwan in 1995, originally as MTV Mandarin, later changed 

to Taiwan (MTV Taiwan, n.d.), and was also known as MTV Chinese. However, long before 

that, MTV Asia had already been launched in 1987 Channel [V], a more Asia-specific MTV-
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like music channel, launched in 1994 thanks to MTV Asia’s temporary disappearance due to 

MTV’s higher charges. MTV Taiwan, according to a report issued by Consumer’s 

Foundation in 2000, was the most popular music television channel, and was also the first 

music television channel that popped into mind among 15-year-old to 34-year-old teenagers 

(As cited in Li, 2009).   

 

Music Videos and the Internet 

Digital media grew so rapidly at the moment that almost everything had gone digital 

and online; music videos were no exception. Thanks to the fast growth of video-sharing 

Websites such as Youtube, the Internet has become an important new venue for music video 

viewing. Several studies have started to pay attention to this Web phenomenon (Cunningham 

& Nichols, 2008; Li, 2009; Nikorowitsch & Sligo, 2008).  

In addition to the fact that music videos were changing distribution venue, another 

reason for old television viewers to transfer from television to the Web was the fact that 

roughly after 2000 music television channels like MTV and VH-1 played more reality shows 

instead of music videos (Nikorowitsch & Sligo, 2008; Turner, 2005). According to Zettel, 

70% of Internet users in the U.S.A. watched online videos (As cited in Nikorowitsch & Sligo, 

2008). Nikorowitsch and Sligo’s (2008) survey of 44 random online participants indicated 

that most participants (76%) consumed music videos on the Internet as foreground activity 

and watched music videos on television as background activity (65%).  

Another distinguishing characteristic of watching music videos online was the user 

control: the audiences searched for what they wanted to watch online instead of waiting for it 

to be played on TV. Although at times the audiences did not have specific clues and just 

browsed, yet they still had the control over whether to click on a video or not. The result of 

Nikorowitsch and Sligo’s (2008) study provided some evidence of this user-driven quality of 

these video-sharing websites.  

As a result, in the digital age, the influence of what were conveyed through music 

videos may be more influential than the television age because as users watched them more 

as foreground activity instead of background activity, they paid more attention on the videos 

and would remember and be affected more by them. If music videos nowadays carried more 

misleading information, it certainly would cause a greater effect than before. Sexual content 
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was the type of information that may be misleading given the often unrealistic and biased 

depictions in music videos. 

The representation of sexuality in music videos has been an attraction and staple in 

the Western music industry and a popular topic of various researches, too; on the contrary, 

sex in Chinese music videos was not as common as in English music videos, which might be 

one of the reasons that no study has been conducted to examine sexual content in music 

videos in Taiwan.   

The answer to why the difference between music videos of the two countries might lie 

in the ingrained cultural values toward sex. The following section explains the different 

sexual values. Past research results regarding sexuality in music and music videos will be 

reviewed afterwards.  

 

Sexuality and Cultural Differences 

According to Weeks (1989), sex was not a kind of universal or unanimous experience, 

but was the result of cultural and historical construction (As cited in Hwu, 2003). Sex, both in 

the West and East world, had gone from a depressed and conservative period of time to the 

liberal and open status now. 

In both the ancient Europe and China, sex was in fact treated as normal and discussed 

about, but after the Enlightenment, sex was depressed and treated as something not proper for 

public discussion; in China, it was until Sung Dynasty that began the almost eight hundred 

years of sex depression (Hwu, 2003).  

Sex liberation started in the second half of twenty century in the United States and 

came to its peak in the sixties and seventies (Hwu, 2003). With the rise of Capitalism and 

consumerism, sex had become a usual theme in all media to not only attract people’s 

attention but to sell products. “Sex sells” became one of the golden rules in media world.  

There was also a liberation time for Chinese sex values; however, the biggest 

difference between that and the Western one was: the Chinese sex liberation was brought on 

to the Chinese as Western culture started to influence the traditional Chinese values at the end 

of Chinese monarchy, instead of a revolution ignited from within the culture.  

The jump from conservative traditional values to science and rationality was too 

quick for most Chinese people to handle. Those who received Western education were only 
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the few wealthy people while most of the common people had not yet understood the concept 

of “rational thinking.” The so-called rational and open thinking was forced onto these 

Chinese people instead of stemmed from these people. As a result, contradiction within and 

between people’s attitude and action towards sex was manifested many unique phenomena in 

Taiwan.  

In addition, the sex education given from elementary to high school was insufficient, 

and results of a survey of high school students’ sex knowledge were unsatisfactory, yet sex 

attitude of these teenagers showed that during this period, over 50% of the participants said 

they had dating experience and 10% of them had sexual experience (Yen et al., 2009b). The 

aftermath of the insufficient sexual knowledge combined with the high interests in sexuality 

might lead the teenagers to seek for sexual information else where, oftentimes incorrect, like 

online pornography sites. The incorrect information in the end might do harm to these young 

adults.  

Lo et al. (2005) in their study inspected effects of Internet pornography on 

adolescents’ sexual attitudes and behaviors from randomly sampled 1688 high school 

students in Taipei. They found that about 42.1% admitted watching Internet pornography in 

recent one or two years, among which 66.4% were males, and females accounted for 17.8%. 

Further analysis indicated that the more Internet pornography watched, the more acceptances 

for casual sex, extramarital sex, and rape myth that held female victims should be responsible 

for being raped. 

Another study traced trends of dating and sex behavior among junior college students 

in Taipei City from 1979 to 2007 and discovered an increase in dating experiences, with 80% 

of males and 70% of females having dating experiences, and also a decrease in fist dating 

age, with most students admitting having fist date at age of fifteen (Yen et al., 2009a). What 

should be the worrying matter was that the sex knowledge did not increase along with the 

dating and sex behavior. Tsai et al. (2002) showed in their study that about 51.6% teenagers 

had poor knowledge about condom use and 61.5% admitted not using condoms at first sexual 

encounter.  

The results of these studies pointed out the paradoxical quality of attitude toward 

sexuality in Chinese society. While the younger generation was becoming more open 

regarding sexuality, the general social norms were still conservative, and the insufficient sex 
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education served as a proof. These young people with fresh interests in sexuality were forced 

to obtain information else where, which was from the media: ads, magazines, dramas, music 

videos, or even porn sites.  

Public commercials, ads and television shows were generally lack of sex appeal 

mainly because of the strict censorship, and the fact that people deemed sex a private and 

inappropriate topic in public, but in the more private online forum where one’s true identity 

was kept unknown, sex could be discussed in the most detailed and even nasty ways. Usually, 

safe sex information as basic as condom usage was left out in the popular media. This could 

be the possible explanation for the worrying results of the previous studies.  

But as the younger generation grew up to be the main social group, the general sex 

values changed too. One of the most popular female singers in Taiwan Jolin Tsai (蔡依林) 

served as one apparent example. She first appeared in 1999 as a cute and innocent singer and 

as she grew, her style changed to a more mature and sexy one. Another equally popular male 

singer David Tao (陶喆) who was raised in Western education in his earlier years (he 

published first album in 1997) also sang about the normal love songs without much touch on 

sexuality, but about five years later he started to produced song regarding sexuality, i.e. 討厭

紅樓夢 (Hate Dream of the Red Chamber).  

These examples showed that the conservative attitude towards sex was changing, 

although might be a little slow compared to the Western countries. Since popular music took 

up a great deal of people’s life and participated a great deal in cultural change. It was 

worthwhile looking into music videos across years and countries to understand the changes 

going on.  

 

Sexual Content in Popular Music Videos 

Popular music was an important product of popular culture, and was one of the key 

routes to understand a culture and its residents. For music to be popular, it took not only good 

melody but also catchy and appealing words, or in music’s term, lyrics. With the introduction 

of image clips accompanying music, it took more than mere melody and lyrics to attract the 

audience’s attention. Images became equally important as melody and lyrics to keep music 

popular.  
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 Popular music not only served as a product of the business system, but also a tool to 

convey information and to entertain the consumers/audiences, and at the same time created 

and consolidated a set of cultural values and ideology.  

The study of sexual content in popular music videos had three dimensions because a 

music video combined melody, lyrics, and images. However, most of the past researches 

focused more on the lyrical and visual presentation because they were the main carrier of 

meanings; sounds were more abstract for researchers to come up with objective conclusions. 

This study for that reason would only include lyrical and visual presentations. 

 

• Lyrical Presentation 
Western analyses on song lyrics had been abundant, dating back as early as 1943, 

when Ronald Warren conducted a study on Nazi chorus songs (as cited in Su, 1999). Carey’s 

(1969) analysis of the changing of courtship, which had been an overwhelming topic in 

popular love songs, was based on a content analysis done by Horton in the 1955. The results 

showed that, compared to songs in the 50s, song lyrics from 1966 put more emphasis on 

physical relationship and love were more often than before simplified as physical desires. 

Other than that, Carey further found that more new values appeared in love songs from 1966, 

including the separation of love from sex, actively seeking love instead of passively waiting 

for love, relationship could be ended if one or both parties thought it as “unhealthy,” etc. 

These new values appeared in 83% of the songs in 1966, which has increased from 1955’s 

68% in Horton’s study (Carey, 1969).  

Cole (1971) later conducted similar research. In that research, Cole analyzed Top 10 

popular singles during each year of the sixties based on Billboard magazine. With a total of 

100 songs, love-sex theme was the predominant theme (71%) among the five themes, 

throughout the ten years (other 4 themes were: religion, violence, social protest). As for 

values concerning sexual content in lyrics, result showed that among the 71% love-sex songs, 

only 13% dealt with physical desire. This showed that during the sixties, sexual content was 

not yet the predominant theme in lyrics. 

Social changes in the sexual scene was rapid in the 1970s, Lance and Berry (1981) 

thus conducted a study to examine whether there had been a sexual revolution. They chose 

100 top hit rock and roll singles from Billboard magazine during 1968 to 1977 for analysis. 
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They did found that during those ten years, attitudes toward human sexuality had changed; it 

was more openly discussed and a wider variety of sexual behavior was recognized or 

endorsed.  

Dukes et al. (2003) examined the expressions of love, sex, and hurt themes in 100 

popular songs from 1958 to 1998. The time period was further broken down to three shorter 

periods: 1958-1972, 1976-1984, and 1991-1998. They found references to sex in lyrics 

reached its heights during 1976-1984 when women used sexual references five times more 

than men perhaps due to sex liberation, but during 1991-1998, black men used more sexual 

references, because of the rising of hip hop and rap genre in the 90s.  

Another across-time analysis examined sexualization in lyrics of popular songs in the 

final year of six decades; a total of 600 songs of Billboard Hot 100 year-end from 1959 1969, 

1979, 1989, 1999, and 2009 (Cougar Hall et al., 2011). Results showed that male artists 

accounted fro 66.6% of songs during that six-decade period, which involved higher 

percentage of the first two decades (80%). Male artists’ lyrics, non-White artists’ lyrics in 

1999 and 2009, and overall 2009 lyrics were more likely to contain sexualization. As for 

female artists, since in 1959 and 1969, they only accounted respectively for 10% and 5% of 

produced songs, sexualization in lyrics of female artists was 0%. In 1979, the percentage was 

the highest of all, with 20.8%, and then dropped in 1989 and 1999, the percentage of 

sexualization by female artists again peaked in 2009 at 14.3%.  

Combining the results from above studies, sexual content in the US popular song 

lyrics started to increase from the sixties, although at this period, love description was still 

dominating, new ideas and thoughts were stemming. In the seventies, there appeared to be a 

small climax in sexual lyrics due to, as researchers speculated, sexual liberation; female 

artists were starting to voice during this period. Coming on to the eighties and nineties, past 

the sexual liberation hype, percentage of sexuality in lyrics lightly decreased, yet during this 

period, hip hop and rap genre were taking on the charts and sexuality in the lyrics was more 

explicit than in other genres After the new millennium, percentage of sex in lyrics reached 

another height again, and with the developing of hip hop, R&B, rap and more cross-overs, 

lyrics were also more explicit than before (Cougar Hall et al., 2011).   

Domestic analyses of song lyrics focused more on gender rather then sexual content; 

however, in analytic studies of love songs from 1989 to 1998, Ping and Su (2001) discovered 
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that love as manifested in popular song lyrics was an asexual kind of love, only 0.4% of 

sample songs mentioned sexual activity and 2.1% described kiss. This, as they pointed out, 

was very different from Western popular music studies, in which physical desire was paid 

constant attention, and the unanimous conclusion was that popular music in the United States 

tended to simplify love as description of sexual desire. Lance and Berry’s study further 

pointed out that the U.S. popular music between 1968 and 1977 included various sexual 

desire related contents (as cited in Ping & Su, 2001).  

 

• Visual Presentation 

In one of United States’ earliest content analyses of music videos, Baxter and 

colleagues (1985) analyzed 62 random sampled music videos aired on MTV during April 28 

to May 4, 1984, using 23 categories including sex, dance, violence and/or crime, etc. Results 

indicated that sex (portrayal of sexual feelings or impulses) had 59.7%, which was ranked 

second in all 23 categories. However, they also pointed out that the sexual content was 

understated, relying on innuendo through clothing, suggestiveness, and light physical contact 

instead of overt behaviors.  

Later on, more and more researchers found sexual content in music videos of various 

genres. Carey (1969) pointed out that sex has long been a focus of rock and popular music, 

Singletary also named soul and country music as affected by sexual content (as cited in 

Andsager & Roe, 2003). Yet the representation of sexuality was just like Carey (1969) stated, 

mostly through innuendo, suggesting clothing, implicit and subtle body contact. Pardun and 

McKee in 1995 conducted a study following the similar definition of sexual references and 

analyzed MTV videos in 1992, and they found that 63% of the videos contained sexual 

imagery (as cited in Andsager & Roe, 2003). Anther analysis also located 89% of 40 

analyzed MTV videos in 1990 with implicit sex, while only 4% with explicit sex (Sommers-

Flanagan et al., 1993).  

Laake (2005) in her thesis sampled 411 music videos aired on MTV, MTV2, BET and 

GAC from August 2, 2004 to August 15, 2004 and found 52, 393 depictions of sexual 

behavior and sexually explicit attire. Among these depictions, no occurrences of explicit 

sexual activity; rather, occurrences relied on innuendo through attire, suggestiveness, and 

behaviors.  
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Another thorough study published that same year, Turner (2005) based his study on 

four previous content analyses from the 1980s and 1990s which yielded an average of 47% of 

videos contained some form of sexual content. Similar methods and measures were used to 

conduct this study and results showed that 73% of music videos contained some form of 

sexual content. A total of 120 videos were sampled from MTV, MTV2, VH-1, BET, and 

CMT during a five-week period in December and January 2004-05. Despite the increased 

sexual content, results also revealed that “sexual content has not gotten more overt or explicit 

but instead, remained innuendo-laden and based on sexual suggestion” instead of moving to 

explicit as other researchers (Brown & Newcomer, 1991; Lampman et al., 2002; Truglio, 

1998) previously predicted based on the results that sexual content in television content 

increased both in frequency and explicitness (Turner, 2005).  

A general conclusion could be drawn from these studies was that sexual content in 

music videos was increasing yet it still remained implicit rather than going explicit like that 

in advertising or television programs was.  

In addition to content analyses, other researchers focused on examining the effect of 

sexual imagery in music videos on sexual attitudes, Kistler and Lee (2010) found that male 

college students who were exposed to hip-hop music videos of highly sexual content 

expressed the higher levels of objectification of women, stereotyped gender attitudes, and 

acceptance of rape myths. Zhang and colleagues (2008) also found similar results: regardless 

of gender, exposure to more sexually explicit music videos was associated with more 

permissive attitudes toward premarital sex and stronger endorsement of gender-specific 

sexual stereotypes. 

As for domestic studies, like the studies of lyrical presentation of music, there had 

been several studies of popular music videos, but only on gender presentation, none of which 

was on sexual content. The slight lacking of analyses on music video sexual imagery was 

understandable due to the development of music videos only began in the early 1980s 

compared to the 1940s of the Western origin. Another possible explanation of the lacking of 

such studies was stated in Ping and Su’s study (2001). They revealed in their analysis on 

lyrics that the love represented in lyrics was asexual romantic love, and the reason they 

provided was that it was probably due to the traditional Chinese culture where sex was a 
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taboo. If then, it was again understandable that there wouldn’t be too much sexual content in 

music videos and thus the lack of interests in academia.  

 

Themes in Song Lyrics   

 The themes of song lyrics were diverse, and were very well connected to our 

everyday life. Although content analyses of music content started later in Taiwan, some of 

the studies did cover songs from the 1940s, so we could still have a general knowledge of the 

lyrical contents of earlier songs in Taiwan. Among the various themes, the most popular and 

most common one in Taiwan was “love,” while only a few song lyrics were about friendship, 

family, or others (Chang, 2008).   

Ke (1994) analyzed 220 songs from 1993 to 1994 and found only 1 song (0.5%) was 

not about love, while 48.2% of the songs was about the enthusiasm and establishment of love 

relationships, and 46.8% was about the heartbroken feeling and the lost of love relationships. 

Su (1999) found in 278 songs from 1989 to 1998 in Taiwan, that 83.5% were 

description of love relationships while the second most common theme, emotion expressing, 

was only 6.1%, and third, inspirational songs, took up only 5% of the 278 songs.  

A recent study compared Mandarin Chinese songs with Taiwanese songs from 1946 

to 2009 in aspects of the difference between “theme,” “melody,” and “lyrics.” Songs with 

love theme in 1946 to 1987 were 119 out of 179 (66.5%), and in 1987 to 2009 were 201 out 

of 303 songs (66.3%). Although love still was the number one theme in lyrics, in the second 

period in this study (1987-2009), the diversity of theme was increased even within love 

songs. Besides the most common joy and sadness in love topic, there were topics like triangle 

love, proposing, death and love, etc. (Hung, 2010).  

In the United States, there were also a great deal of depiction of love relationships and 

the happy or unhappy emotions caused by love, which in Peatman’s (1944) study were 

categorized as “novelty types,” “happy-in-love ballads,” and “songs of frustration-in-love,” 

although there were still other themes appearing in American song lyrics such as education, 

death, food and drink, etc. (Cooper, 1991).  

As mentioned, the study of music content in the United States started earlier than in 

Taiwan, Horton (1957) analyzed 235 songs picked from four music magazine, Hit Parader, 
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Song Hits Magazine, Country Song Roundup and Rhythm and Blues, and found that 87% 

lyrics of popular songs were about love.  

In 1969, Carey compared the 235 samples in Horton’s study to 227 songs of 1966 to 

see the changing pattern and discovered that there was less songs than in found in Horton’s 

study were about love, which were 64.7% (Carey, 1969).  

Later, Cole (1971) did another similar study, in which 4 categories were developed 

for 100 top 10 songs from Billboard magazine: Love-sex, religion, violence, and social 

protest. Love-sex was still the predominant theme with 71% of the lyrics, but in second half 

of the sixties (1965-1969), there were 12% fewer songs belonging in this category than the 

first half of the sixties (1961-1964).  

In 1994, another study analyzed 200 top 20 songs from 1980 to 1989 on Billboard 

magazine and also concluded that love and sex were still the dominance theme in American 

pop music, with 85.5% of songs in the category. Among the love-themed songs, negative 

attitude towards love appeared more than positive attitude (Edwards, 1994).  

Another more recent study examined 100 most popular songs from 1958 to 1998 or 

artist characteristics and expression of love, and the results indicated that the percentage of 

love songs did not change significantly over the three time periods framed in that study, 

which were 1958-1972, 1976-1984, and 1991-1998. There were in total 96% love songs in 

R&B songs, 82% love songs in rock and roll songs, and 59% love songs in rap/hip-hop songs 

(Dukes et al., 2003).  

Love theme apparently was the most dominant theme in song lyrics across cultures 

and time, but results of the researches showed that there were a little more love songs in 

Chinese songs than in English songs, and the diversity of other themes in English songs was 

also slightly wider. 

 

Summary 

The study of music and music video contents has long been a popular branch in 

communication studies. Music videos were popularized when MTV was launched in the 

United States in 1981, and therefore MTV and other similar music television channels were 

where the audience watched music videos. However, after MTV and the other channels 

started to air music videos less to play more shows, and with the now easy accessibility of the 
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Internet, Youtube.com and similar video-sharing sites have become the first place people 

looking for any videos, including music videos.  

Sexual content in lyrics and music video images was among the most studied aspects 

in the branch of music and music video studies in the United States. From the results of 

previous studies, sexual content in lyrics started to increase in the 1960s and in the 1970s 

reached to a climax because of the sexual liberation movements during that time. After the 

70s, sexual content in lyrics decreased in the 1980s and 90s and started to increase again after 

the new millennium. The explicitness of sexual content in lyrics became more explicit in the 

90s because of popularization of the rap/hip-hop genre.  

As for sexual content in music videos, researches of music videos started later than 

the study of lyrics, roughly in 1985 (Baxter et al.), after MTV’s launching. Researches 

generally agreed that more images contained sexual messages, but in terms of the explicitness 

of the messages, they remained mostly implicit rather than explicit, unlike those expressed in 

lyrics.   

Compared to the United States, researches of sexual content were insufficient in 

Taiwan, both in song lyrics or music video images. Nonetheless, there were still some general 

conclusions to be drawn from the existed studies. Sexual content was very rare in song lyrics 

even though most of the popular songs in Taiwan were love songs. Ping and Su (2001) 

concluded that the love expressed in most of the Chinese songs was asexual love.  

For music video studies, there has yet to be a thorough content analysis on music 

videos of Taiwan examining the sexual images because first, the even later appearance of 

music video, roughly in the 1980s; second, MTV Taiwan was only launched in 1995, and 

third, the conservativeness of Chinese culture’s view of sex: as the unspeakable private 

matter. If sexual content in lyrics was already rare, it was even rare for music video images to 

contain sexual messages because, as mentioned, the regulation for music videos was stricter 

than for lyrics.  

Besides sexual content, themes in songs were another focus of music studies. Love 

theme had been found, not matter in which country, to be the most dominant theme of all 

time. Yet, another conclusion drawn from the results of the researches was that the themes 

were more diverse in the USA than in Taiwan, and were more diverse in songs from more 

recent time. 
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Chapter 3.    Research Framework and Hypotheses  

 

Research Framework 

This study proposed the following framework in order to compare romantic love 

relationship portrayal and sexual content inner-culturally and inter-culturally. 

Figure 1. showed the research framework design. Two types of comparison were the 

main research focus of this study--a cross-sectional comparison between countries, the 

comparison between music videos of Taiwan and those of the United States; a cross-sectional 

comparison within countries, the comparison within each of the countries from two different 

time points to see whether there have been any changes and to what extent the changes were 

in both countries.  

 

 
Music Videos of 
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Figure 10. Female attire--Very: Exposed thong underwear. From Lady 
Exposed thong underwear. From Lady Gaga ft. Beyoncé, Telephone 
Lady Gaga ft. Beyoncé, Telephone (2010). Retrieved from 
(2010). Retrieved from http://youtu.be/EVBsypHzF3U 
http://youtu.be/EVBsypHzF3U 

Cross-sectional 
Comparison 

Figure 1. Research Framework of Present Study 

Cross-sectional 
Comparison 
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Hypotheses 

The purpose of this study was to compare popular music videos of both Taiwan and 

the U.S.A. by ways of breaking each music video down to two different analytical elements--

lyrical presentation and visual presentation because when the audience watched a music 

video, both lyrical and visual presentations were causing effects. Vocal presentation was not 

included in the analysis in this study because vocal presentation did not carry as much sexual 

content as lyrical and visual presentations did.  

Sample music videos were chosen using a ten-year period as a threshold; 50 videos 

from 2000 of both Taiwan and U.S.A., and 50 from 2010 of both countries, generating a total 

of 200 sample videos.  

This study proposed the following hypotheses; the first 4 hypotheses were regarding 

the sexual content in song lyrics and music video images: 

H1: Sexual Content in song lyrics and music video images in the U.S.A. will 

 increase from year 2000 to year 2010. 

H2: Sexual content in song lyrics and music video images in Taiwan will increase 

 from year 2000 to year 2010. 

H3: There is more sexual content in song lyrics and music video images in 

 music videos of the U.S.A. than in music videos of Taiwan in year 2000. 

H4: There is more sexual content in song lyrics and music video images in 

 music videos of the U.S.A. than in music videos of Taiwan in year 2010. 

The last four hypotheses were about whether the popular topics of songs were also 

changing in different time, i.e., whether there were more heart-broken love songs, sweet love 

songs, or more songs not about any relationships in certain period of time.  

H5: Representation of themes in song lyrics of the U.S.A. is different in year 

 2000 and year 2010. That is, love relationship themes in English song lyrics will 

 be more or less common in year 2010 than in year 2000.  

H6: Representation of themes in song lyrics of Taiwan is different in year 

 2000 and year 2010. That is, love relationship themes in Chinese song  lyrics will 

 be more or less common in year 2010 than in year 2000. 

H7: Representation of themes in song lyrics from the U.S.A. is different from 

 that in song lyrics from Taiwan in year 2000. That is, love relationship 
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 themes in song lyrics are more or less common in the U.S.A. than in Taiwan in 

 year 2000.  

H8: Representation of themes in song lyrics from the U.S.A. is different from 

 that in song lyrics from Taiwan in year 2010. That is, themes of love 

 relationship songs are more or less common in the U.S.A. than in Taiwan in year 

 2010. 
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Chapter 4.    Research Method  
 

A content analysis was conducted as a means to examine the prevalence of sexual 

imagery and themes in popular music videos.  

Almost all of the past studies of Western music video used music televisions as the 

sampling frame for data collecting (Andsager & Roe, 2003; Andsager & Roe, 1999; Baxter et 

al., 1985; Seidman, 1992; Sherman & Dominick, 1986; Sommers-Flanagan et al., 1993; 

Turner, 2011; Vincent et al., 1987; Wallis, 2011; Zhang et al., 2010). However, MTV, MTV2 

and VH-1 rarely showed music videos any longer (Turner, 2005) and carried shows regularly, 

if researchers still wished to obtain music video content from music televisions, they might 

need to look to lesser-known or newer versions of MTV and VH-1, (i.e., MTV HITS, VH-1 

Soul). However, lesser-known music channels meant less audience and less influence among 

audience. Most of the lesser-known channels did not air to as many countries as MTV did. 

Thus, the results might have problem generalizing.  

When music televisions started to air music videos less more often, the Internet 

appeared. By distributing music videos online, the Internet has completed what MTV and 

other music television channels couldn’t anymore, which was to ensure that music videos 

have the potential influence (Aikat, 2004; Shao et al., 2006). With the online version of these 

music televisions (i.e., MTV.com) and video-sharing websites such as Youtube and Vimeo, 

people started to migrate to various video sites to watch music videos.  

Consequently, sexual content was no longer limited to be seen in one medium only, in 

this case, television. As Partun et al. (2005) stated, “This single media perspective is 

insufficient for understanding the range and quantity of sexual messages in the media.” Thus, 

studying solely the television content; that is, MTV and other similar music television 

channels, could not apply to the reality of the society now.  

A better way to study sexual content in music videos now was therefore to look at 

popular music videos per se; most audiences today would look for music videos actively, 

rather than waiting for MTV to play them. Video sharing sites such as Youtube therefore was 

the best way to acquire the desired music videos.  

To use video websites for collecting analysis sample required a different tactic than 

the one for sampling televisions because it was almost impossible to random sample music 
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videos with the video sites. Videos were played when users selected a link or when they 

chose or searched an artist or a genre. It was sensible that the higher a song’s popularity, the 

greater chance for its music video to be clicked on a video site; and in turn, the more a music 

video link was accessed, the more popular it would get. 

Accordingly, popular song charts were chosen as the sampling frame to select music 

videos for analysis. Music charts were the reflection and combination of the majority of the 

audience’s taste; airing of a song in the radio, playing of a song’s music video, or other ways 

of exposure of a song would all popularize a song and be reflected in chart results. According 

to Denisoff (1988), music videos made a song popular by aiding its position on Billboard, the 

official music chart in the U.S.A. Again, with a song’s better result on a chart might not only 

encourage greater airing time of its music video on television but also provoke greater 

interest of the audience to seek out its music video on the Internet.  

 

Sample Selection  

Samples were selected from Billboard Year-End Hot 100 Chart and HitFM Yearly 

One Hundred Single Chart (HitFM年度百首單曲), respectively for English songs and 

Chinese songs. All of the songs were selected from 2000 and 2010. Top 50 songs from both 

charts of the two years were selected. There were 200 songs in total, with half (100) English 

songs and half (100) Chinese songs. 

The HitFM One Hundred Single Chart contained not only Chinese songs but also 

English, Japanese, and Korean songs because it was an integrated audience-voted chart; non-

Chinese songs were eliminated until there were 50 Chinese songs, separately from chart of 

2000 and 2010.  

Among the various charts of the world, different numbers of songs were used for the 

charts. Most of the charts used number top 10, 20, 40, 50 and 100. A country as big as the 

United States issued many singles and albums each month; in addition, the audience 

fragmentation of each genre of music was large enough to have individual chart of its own. 

The combination charts thus would use forty to one hundred songs to be more representative 

(e.g., Billboard, America’s Music Charts, American Top 40, etc.). However, small countries 

like Taiwan produced less singles and albums each month, and the genre fragmentations were 
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not as clearly and diverse, usually 10 to 50 songs were on one music chart (e.g., G-Music, 

KKBOX, Holiday KTV, Cashbox KTV, etc.).  

For this study, top 50 songs were chosen to be most representative of both countries.  

Since a year-end chart was a chart where only 100 songs were selected out of hundreds of 

songs published in one year, selecting half out of the 100 songs would be the acceptable 

number to generate a sample set representative enough.    

Billboard charts had undoubtedly always been the most substantial and credible song 

charts in the music industry of the United States. The choice of using its year-end chart was 

because it would be more difficult to obtain samples due to the fact that Billboard issues top 

charts weekly. Also, the year-end charts served as a wrap up of the most popular songs and 

albums of that year, and this met the requirements of this study’s time frame, a yearly frame.  

Billboard Year-End Hot 100 Chart was the result of the most popular songs of a year 

across all genres, “ranked by radio airplay audience impressions as measured by Nielsen 

BDS, ales data as compiled by Nielsen SoundScan and streaming activity data provided by 

online music sources” (Best of 2010--Hot 100 songs, n.d.). 

On the domestic side, it was rather difficult to find the counterpart of a chart like the 

Billboard. There were various kinds of charts: from single charts, album chars to KTV charts. 

KTV charts were considered to be the most representative song charts in Taiwan because of 

the KTV culture’s dominance and prevalence. However, the problem of obtaining samples 

from these charts was the lack of archived database, either of Holiday KTV (好樂迪) or 

Cashbox KTV (錢櫃) despite the fact that they both generated year-end charts. No data was 

found on the two years intended for this study.  

HitFM One Hundred Single Chart was chosen because first, of its archived database, 

from 1998 to 2011 so far; second, its chart type, namely, yearly chart; third, the fact that the 

songs were voted by the audiences, which would reflect their liking (Yearly One Hundred 

Singles, n.d.). 

The biggest advantage of using year-end charts was that it rid the genre problem 

because they were usually combination charts, as now to clearly put a song into solely one 

genre was more difficult than it was before with all the crossover collaboration happening in 

the music industry. A song might be simultaneously pop and rock (e.g., P!nk, Maroon 5, 

Jonathan Brothers, etc.), hip-hop and pop (e.g., Rihanna featuring Eminem, B.o.B. Featuring 
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Bruno Mars, etc.), or country and rap (e.g., Jason Aldean featuring Ludacris). Destiny’s Child 

and Beyoncé might be categorized as R&B, but they were also on pop charts a lot; Eminem 

was also a good example of a non-African American doing traditionally black genre music 

(Rap). His songs were listened by many of non-black people and ended up in pop charts 

often.  

On the domestic side, there were less ethnic problems in music genre, although there 

are Mandarin songs, Taiwanese songs, Hakka songs, and aboriginal songs, most of the 

mainstream songs and most of the top songs on popular chart were Mandarin songs. The fact 

that there were only 1 to 2 songs of the aforementioned types of songs appearing in the 

HitFM Yearly One Hundred Single Chart showed Mandarin songs were still the mainstream 

songs.  

All the music lyrics were retrieved from Mojim.com, a website containing almost all 

of the song lyrics of various language. None of the lyrics needed were missing on this site. 

Online video sharing websites Youtube.com and Youku.com were the sources for 

getting access to the music videos. There were, however, non-official clips to the songs, 

which were mostly fan-made videos and lyrics videos. These were excluded from analysis. 

Because only promoted singles were possible to make it to chart lists, the problem of not 

finding official music videos was not affecting this study. Nonetheless, the unique KTV 

culture of Taiwan has generated various KTV version of music videos; usually, these videos 

were the same with the official ones, the only variation was that there was larger and 

marquee-styled subtitles in KTV version videos. These were treated the same as official 

music videos and were included in this study. Although there were still some non-official 

KTV version music videos, they were generally pirated ones and most of them were of earlier 

songs when the making of music videos had not become a staple tactic of promoting hit 

singles. In the time period chosen in this study, music videos had already become a staple of 

song promotion; unofficial KTV version music videos did not affect the sample collection.  

 

Analytical Unit 

The analytical unit was the official music video of each selected song on the chart 

lists. Each music video would be analyzed text-wise (lyrics) and image-wise (images of 

music videos) but not sound-wise (the melody, tone of the singer(s), background sounds, 
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beat, etc.). It would be too broad and too complex to include sounds because not only the 

melody, and the singing tone, but also interspersing background sounds such as a moan, a 

laugh, a sigh, etc. This study chose to focus on texts and images, which were the song lyrics 

and video images.  

 

Coding Scheme   

Coding scheme included three parts: 1) Basic information; 2) Lyrical Presentation; 3) 

Visual Presentation.  

Basic information included 6 items: 1) Coder number; 2) MV number; 3) Country of 

music video; 4) Length of music video; 5) Year of music video, and 6) Gender of artist(s) or 

group. For detailed illustration of each item, please refer to Appendix B.   

Lyrical presentation included 1) Theme of the song, and 2) Sexual content in lyrics. 

In “theme of the song,” there were 13 sub-categories. Categories in “Theme of the 

song” were adapted from Saucier’s (1986) categories of love relationships and Ke’s (1994) 

later categorization of love relationship themes in Taiwan’s popular music. Table 1 showed 

all the 13 items in “Theme of the song.” For illustrations and definitions, please refer to 

Appendix B. 
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Table 1 

Categorization of love relationship in lyrics of present study 

Theme of the Songs 

1. Not concerning any relationships 

2. Establishment of love relationship--Celebration 

3. Establishment of love relationship--Ambivalence 

4. Establishment of love relationship—Difficulties 

5. Disintegration of love relationship--Mourning  

6. Disintegration of love relationship--Reversibility of decision/Bargaining 

7. Disintegration of love relationship--Ex-lover’s mistake 

8. Disintegration of love relationship--Cheating/triangle love 

9. Disintegration of love relationship--Rationalization of break-up 

10. Disintegration of love relationship--Getting over/Moving on 

11. Anticipation of love relationship 

12. Social commentary on love relationship 

13. Other relationships--Friendship/Family 

 

 

The 13 themes were not mutually exclusive, meaning that one single song might at 

the same time have two or more of the themes, such as celebration and social commentary on 

love relationship, or mourning and moving on. Due to this reason, each of the themes was 

treated as one variable, rather than choices under a variable named “theme of the song.” 

Sexual content in lyrics included a 0 to 4 Likert scale, 0 was no sexual description, 1 

was level slightly to somewhat with lyrics of general references, observation, or figurative 

speech about sexual content; 2 was level more to very, with sexual content in lyrics implied, 

and 3 was level most, in which the sexual content is clearly described. For definitions and 

illustrated examples, please refer to the codebook in appendix B. 

Visual presentation included 1) Music video style; 2) Characters in MV; 3) Sexual 

content - Objectification; 4) Sexual content - Female attire; 5) Sexual content - Male attire 

and 6) Sexual content - Behavior.  

Sexual content of music videos was divided into objectification, female attire, male 

attire and behavior sections. Objectification was adapted from Sommers-Flanagan and 

colleagues’ study in 1993. They have found that females were more likely than men to be the 

gazed objects. They were often treated as just parts of a body, instead of a person. In music 
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videos, instances were when the camera focuses on an isolated body part. Any portrayal of a 

person being primarily one body part or sets of body parts rather than being presented as a 

whole person, e.g., cleavage, lips, buttocks, thighs etc. were objectifications. A short pause 

on one or more of these body parts counted as objectification. A camera glance trough the 

body, focusing mostly on one or more of these body parts also counted as objectification. 

Shots of upper half of a person, or the showing of a person’s whole face as a close-up were 

not considered objectification.  

Attire had gender differentiation while behaviors did not because some behaviors 

such as implied or explicit sex, involved both genders to participate. For both female and 

male attire, a scale from 0 to 4, which stood for none, slightly, somewhat, more to very, was 

used. An additional 9 stood for not applicable if there were no female or male characters in 

the videos. Examples indicating each level were provided to give coders a clearer idea (See 

Appendix B).  

Behavior-wise, scale from 0 to 5, which stood for none, slightly, somewhat, more, 

very to most was used. In scale 4 (very) and 5 (most), sexual activity, implicit or explicit, 

were involved while scale 1 (slightly) to 3 (more) included behaviors from hugging (slightly) 

to behaviors considered as foreplay like grinding, groping, caressing of self or other persons 

(more).  

  

Pretest  

A pretest of 20 music videos, with 10 of each country, randomly selected from the 

total sample pool was conducted to calculate inter-coder reliability. As shown in Table 2 and 

Table 3 were the pretest samples.  
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Table 2 

 Pretest Sample of American Songs 

Song Title Artist 

1. Music 
2. I Wanna Know 
3. Breathe 
4. What a Girl Wants 
5. Club Can’t Handle Me 
6. Live Like We’re Dying 
7. My Love Is Your Love 
8. Jumpin’ Jumpin’ 
9. Get It On Tonite 
10. Break Your Heart 

Madonna 
Joe 
Faith Hill 
Christina Aguilera 
Flo Rida ft. David Guetta 
Kris Allen 
Whitney Huston  
Destiny’s Child 
Montell Jordan 
Taio Cruz ft. Ludicris  

 

 

Table 3 

 Pretest Sample of Chinese Songs 

Song Title  Artist 

1. 雨愛 
2. 好想好好愛你 
3. 美人計 
4. 寂寞寂寞就好 
5. 溫柔 
6. 當我愛上你 
7. 愛的主場秀 
8. 謝謝你的美好 
9. 灰色河堤 
10. 替身 

楊丞琳 
周蕙 
蔡依林 
田馥甄 
五月天 
梁詠琪 
羅志祥 
嚴爵 
唐禹哲 
周蕙 

 

 

Three coders including the author participated in the pretest session and the main 

coding session. The other two coders were both graduate students from communication 

college of National Chengchi University. All coders were to code all twenty music videos. 

Before the scheduled date of the pretest, pretest sample list and codebook were sent to 

the coders. Instructions and clarification of definitions were given to coders before they 

continue with the pretest. During the coder training time, all disagreements and questions 

were brought up and openly discussed until three coders reached a consensus.  

At the pretest session, all coders watched the music videos together and wrote down 

their own coding on coding sheet to be collected by the author at the end of the session.  
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 After finishing, ReCal (Reliability Calculator), an online utility developed by Deen 

Freelon of University of Washington in 2008, was used to calculate inter-coder reliability 

coefficients. ReCal calculated many indices for nominal level variables (percent agreement, 

Scott’s pi, Cohen’s kappa, Krippendorff’s alpha, and Fleiss’ kappa) and had been used 

thousands of times by researchers and professionals in over 90 colleges, universities, and 

university-affiliated hospitals worldwide (Freelon, 2012).  

For percent agreement, average pairwise percent agreement was 89.88%. For Cohen’s 

Kappa, the average pairwise Cohen’s kappa was 0.79. All coders had substantial agreement. 

Due to the high inter-coder reliability, it was decided by the author that it was feasible 

to divide the 200 samples among three coders and to have them coded separately instead of 

having all three coders code all 200 videos separately and calculate inter-coder reliability 

again. Consequently, after the pretest, all 200 samples were distributed to three coders, with 2 

coders coding 67 music videos and the author 66 music videos.  
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Chapter 5.   Results  
 

In the following chapter results of the data analysis were presented. Four reference 

points, U.S.A. 2000, U.S.A. 2010, Taiwan 2000, and Taiwan 2010 were used to compare the 

results laterally, between countries, and longitudinally, within countries. First, descriptive 

results for basic information were briefly introduced. Second, results for lyrical presentation 

and visual presentation were presented.   

 

Results for Basic Information 

 During a three-week period in April, 3 coders coded 200 music videos. Fifty of the 

music videos were from Taiwan, year 2000; 50 were from Taiwan, year 2010; another 50 

music videos were from the U.S.A., of year 2000, and still another 50 were also from the 

U.S.A., of year 2010. The average time length of one video was 4 minutes and 14 seconds. 

In artists’ gender, the results from Table 4 showed that in Taiwan, solo singers were 

in dominance. In Taiwan of year 2000, 92% of the top 50 songs were performed by solo 

singers, with more than half (52%) female solo singers. In Taiwan of year 2010, solo singers 

still were in dominance, 82% were solo singers, with 44% of the top 50 songs female solo 

singers.   

While in the United States, although more than 50% of the performers on the top 50 

lists were solo singers, with 52% in year 2000 and 58% in year 2010; Table 4 showed that the 

relatively more diverse distribution of artists’ types. In USA of year 2000, the highest 

percentage (38%) was male groups, or one male singer featuring several male performers, 

and then the second highest was female solo singer (30%). In year 2010, although the 

percentage of the said highest category slightly dropped, it was still the second highest, with 

24% of the performers were male groups or male performer featuring male performers.  
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Table 4 

Descriptives of Gender of Artist(s)/Group 

Items Country Year Frequency Percent (%) 

Female solo singer 

The USA 
2000 15 30 

2010 10 20 

Taiwan 
2000 26 52 

2010 22 44 

Male solo singer 

The USA 
2000 11 22 

2010 19 38 

Taiwan 
2000 20 40 

2010 19 38 

Female group, or 
female featuring 
several females 

The USA 
2000 3 6 

2010 1 2 

Taiwan 
2000 1 2 

2010 2 4 

Male group, or male 
featuring several 

males 

The USA 
2000 19 38 

2010 12 24 

Taiwan 
2000 3 6 

2010 3 6 

The group is mix 
with both gender but 

with more female 
artists (Featuring 
artists included) 

The USA 
2000 0 0 

2010 0 0 

Taiwan 
2000 0 0 

2010 0 0 

The group is mix 
with both gender but 

with more male 
artists (Featuring 
artists included) 

The USA 
2000 1 2 

2010 4 8 

Taiwan 
2000 0 0 

2010 4 8 
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Equal number of 
male and female 

artists 

The USA 
2000 1 2 

2010 4 8 

Taiwan 
2000 0 0 

2010 0 0 

 

 

Results for Lyrical Presentation 

• Theme of the Song 

1. Not concerning any relationships 

First theme in this category was songs not concerning any relationships, which were 

songs about society, party, politics, simply describing the attractiveness of a girl, or any other 

topics other than love relationships. For instance, in Sisqó’s Thong song, he sang about hot 

girls in skin tight dresses showing their voluptuous bodies: 

“Ooh dat dress so scandalous/And ya know another nigga couldn't handle it See ya shakin that thang 

like who's da ish With a look in ya eye so devilish/UhYa like to dance at all the hip hop spots/And ya 

cruise to the crews like connect da dots/ Not just urban she likes the pop/Cuz she was livin la vida 

loca”  

Even thought the song had sexual implication yet not description of love relationship was 

present.  

Jay Chou’s (周杰倫) Superman Can’t Fly (超人不會飛) served as another example 

of songs belonging to this theme category. It was a song about how a very capable person 

could sometimes be tired and also about the paparazzi culture in Taiwan. 

The cross-tabulation table below showed that there were more song themes unrelated 

to any relationships in the U.S.A. than in Taiwan, whether in 2000 or 2010. There were 22% 

of the 2000 songs and 46% of the 2010 songs in the United States, whereas there were only 

6% of the 2000 songs and 14% of the 2010 songs in Taiwan in this category (see Table 5).  

What this study aimed to examine was the difference between two countries at two 

different time points and the increase or decrease within the same country at two different 

time points, which were tested by Pearson chi-square test of independence to see if those 

differences held to a significant level. Chi-square values were presented even though this 
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study did not use random samples but top 50 songs on Billboard and HitFM charts, Chi-

square test was still conducted in attempts to generate a clearer aspect of the results.  

For between-country comparison, p values based on Pearson chi-square statistics were 

computed respectively for 100 samples of year 2000 and for another 100 of year 2010 (both 

years had 50 USA samples and 50 Taiwan samples). For within-country comparison, the 

Pearson Chi-square values and p values based on Pearson chi-square statistics were 

calculated respectively from the 100 samples of USA and 100 samples of Taiwan (both 

countries had 50 samples from year 2000 and 50 from year 2010). 

For theme not concerning any relationships, between-country comparison of both 

year, the asymptotic p value was significant on .05 and .01 level: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 5.32, p ≤ 

.05 (year 2000); χ2 (1, N = 100) = 12.19, p ≤ .01(year 2010) (see Table 5), which meant that 

there were significantly more songs not concerning any relationships from the USA than 

from Taiwan, in either 2000 or 2010.  

Within-country comparison, as shown in Table 5, the asymptotic p value was 

significant for the USA: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 6.42, p ≤ .01. The within-country chi-square test 

for Taiwan was not statistically significant. Consequently, songs not concerning any 

relationships in the USA had significantly increased from year 2000 to year 2010 but had not 

significantly increased in Taiwan in the same time. 

 

Table 5 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Not concerning any relationship 

Not concerning any 
relationship The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
11 

(22%) 
N=50 

3 
(6%) 
N=50 

χ2=5.32* 
df=1, N=100 

2010 
23 

(46%) 
N=50 

7 
(14%) 
N=50 

χ2=12.19** 
df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=6.42** 
df=1, N=100 

χ2=1.78 
df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparison between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparison between years in the USA and Taiwan. 

*p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01.   
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2. Establishment of love relationship--Celebration  

Theme 2 to theme 4 were regarding the different emotions which could occur during 

the establishment of love relationship, and the different emotions respectively were 

celebration, the description of happiness and joy of being in love; ambivalence, the un-

sureness felt in a relationship or the clashing feeling of joy and pain in love, and difficulties, 

such as the problem of long distance, objection from parents or friends.  

Songs of theme of celebration in Taiwan did not increase or decrease much, with 14% 

in 2000 and 12% in 2010. In the USA, numbers had decreased, from 28% in 2000 to 12% in 

2010 (see Table 6).   

Pearson chi-square test showed that both in year 2000 and 2010, the differences 

between the USA and Taiwan in celebration-themed song number were not significant. In 

fact, in year 2010, the USA and Taiwan had the same number of celebration-themed songs (6 

songs, 12%), which made no difference between the two countries in year 2010. 

For difference within each country, only within the USA, the difference was 

significant: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 4.00, p ≤ .05. In Taiwan, the difference was very subtle, with 

only 1 song less in 2010 than in 2000 (see Table 6).    

 

Table 6 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Establishment of love relationship–Celebration 

Establishment of love 
relationship-Celebration The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
14 

(28%) 
N=50 

7 
(14%) 
N=50 

χ2=2.95 
df=1, N=100 

2010 
6 

(12%) 
N=50 

6 
(12%) 
N=50 

χ2=0.00 
df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=4.00* 
df=1, N=100 

χ2=0.09 
df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparison between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparison between years in the USA and Taiwan. 

*p ≤ .05.   
 

3. Establishment of love relationship--Ambivalence 

The second sub-category of establishment of love relationship was ambivalence. For 

this theme, only 3% to 6% of the songs embodied this theme in both countries and both years 

(see Table 7). 
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Due to the low counts in some of the cells, the asymptotic p value in Pearson chi-

square was not the proper value here; instead, the exact p value based on the chi-square value 

was computed through the exact tests in SPSS for more accurate. The exact test was 

developed to solve the problem when the cell expected counts did not exceed 5 or when the 

sample size was too small (Mehta & Patel, 2010).  

For ambivalence-theme, none of the exact p values were significant, between 

countries and within-countries (see Table 7). Ambivalence was a rare theme in both countries 

no matter in year 2000 or 2010. 

 

Table 7 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Establishment of love relationship–Ambivalence 

Establishment of love 
relationship-Ambivalence The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
3 

(6%) 
N=50 

1 
(2%) 
N=50 

χ2=1.04c 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
2 

(4%) 
N=50 

3 
(6%) 
N=50 

χ2=0.21c 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=0.21c 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=1.04c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparison between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparison between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
 

 

4. Establishment of love relationship--Difficulties 

For songs expressing difficulties met in love relationships, 4% to 6% of the Chinese 

samples songs contained this theme while 0% to 10% of the English songs contained this 

theme (see Table 8) 

Theme of difficulties was also a rare topic appearing in songs, the exact p values 

showed none reached significant level, between countries or within countries, which meant 

that the theme of difficulties in English and Chinese songs in year 2000 and year 2010 were 

almost equally low.  
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Table 8 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Establishment of love relationship–Difficulties 

Establishment of love 
relationship-Difficulties The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
0 

(0%) 
N=50 

3 
(6%) 
N=50 

χ2=3.09c 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
5 

(10%) 
N=50 

2 
(4%) 
N=50 

χ2=1.38c 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=5.26c 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=0.21c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparison between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparison between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 

 

 

5. Disintegration of love relationship--Mourning  

Themes 5 to 11 were emotions or topics which could be occurring in songs about the 

disintegration of love relationships.  

These emotions and topics were mourning, the sadness and feeling of heartbroken 

when the love was gone; reversibility of decision/bargaining, expression of believing the ex-

lover would come back or the begging and pleading to be given another chance; ex-lover’s 

mistake, which was the expressing of the other one would regret the breakup, or the position 

that it was unwise for the ex-lover to leave; cheating/triangle love, songs about “the other 

girl/guy” in a relationship; rationalization of breakup, which meant the justifying of the 

breakup of a relationship, and the last one, getting over/moving on, meaning the emotion of 

getting over the past relationship and the expressing of moving on with one’s life.  

In the theme of mourning, there were 28% of songs about mourning in Taiwan of year 

2000 but dropped to 16% in year 2010. In the USA, there was the same number of songs 

about mourning of a relationship, which was only 6% (see Table 9).  

For the Chi-square test, only in year 2000, the difference between the USA and 

Taiwan had reached significant level: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 8.58, p ≤ .01. In year 2010, the 

number of mourning songs in Taiwan had dropped and causing the insignificant statistic, 

meaning, in 2010, the mourning songs in Taiwan, although still more than in the USA, were 

just a little more, not enough to make a statistically significance. 
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For within-country chi-square tests, in the USA, mourning songs remained the same 

number across year, with both 6% in year 2000 and 2010. In Taiwan, although there was a 

drop in the number of mourning songs in year 2010, the dropping was not big enough to 

cause a statistically significant different between the years. There were fewer love songs 

mourning the lost love in year 2010 of Taiwan but only a little fewer than in year 2000. 

 

Table 9 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Disintegration of love relationship– Mourning 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-Mourning The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
3 

(6%) 
N=50 

14 
(28%) 
N=50 

χ2=8.58** 
df=1, N=100 

2010 
3 

(6%) 
N=50 

8 
(16%) 
N=50 

χ2=2.55 
df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=0.00c 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=2.10 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
**p ≤ .01.   

 

 

6. Disintegration of love relationship--Reversibility of decision/Bargaining 

Table 10 showed that there were few of songs about reversibility of 

decision/bargaining, with both 6% in 2000 and 2010 of Taiwan, and 4% in the USA, 2000 

and 6% in the USA, 2010.  

The test of independence (exact p value was used here) showed due to the small and 

close sample numbers, none of the values reached significant level, and in fact, there were 

actually no differences, between-country wise or within-country wise (see Table 10), 

meaning that songs of reversibility of decision/bargaining were almost equally few in Taiwan 

and the USA, in year 2000 and year 2010.  
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Table 10 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Disintegration of love relationship– Reversibility of 

decision/Bargaining 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  Reversibility 

of decision/Bargaining 
The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
2 

(4%) 
N=50 

3 
(6%) 
N=50 

χ2=0.21c 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
3 

(6%) 
N=50 

3 
(6%) 
N=50 

χ2=0.00c 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=0.21c 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=0.00c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 

 

 

7. Disintegration of love relationship--Ex-lover’s mistake 

For theme of ex-lover’s mistake, there were only 2 songs (4%) appearing in the USA 

in year 2000; no songs with theme of ex-lover’s mistake appeared in the USA of year 2010 

and in Taiwan of year 2000 and 2010.  

Chi-square test statistics were not computed between country of year 2010 and within 

country in Taiwan because there was no song of this theme. For statistics of year 2000 and 

USA country, both values were not statistically significant (see Table 11).  

 

Table 11 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Disintegration of love relationship– Ex-lover’s mistake 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  Ex-lover’s 

mistake 
The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
2 

(4%) 
N=50 

0 
(0%) 
N=50 

χ2=2.04c 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
0 

(0%) 
N=50 

0 
(0%) 
N=50 

--d 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=2.04c 

df=1, N=100 --d -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
d No statistics are computed because the number is a constant.  
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8. Disintegration of love relationship--Cheating/Triangle love 

For the cheating/triangle love theme, there were 16% of the songs in the USA but the 

decreased to only 4% of the songs in year 2010. In Taiwan, the percentage of 

cheating/triangle love theme in song lyrics increased from 6% in year 2000 to 10% in year 

2010.  

As statistics showed, there were no significant differences between countries, both in 

year 2000 and 2010. The decrease within USA’s sample numbers had a statistical significant 

effect at .05 confidence level: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 4.00, p ≤ .05 (see Table 12). No difference 

was detected between the years in Taiwan.  

 

Table 12 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Disintegration of love relationship– Cheating/Triangle 

love 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  

Cheating/Triangle love 
The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
8 

(16%) 
N=50 

3 
(6%) 
N=50 

χ2=2.55 
df=1, N=100 

2010 
2 

(4%) 
N=50 

5 
(10%) 
N=50 

χ2=1.38c 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=4.00* 
df=1, N=100 

χ2=0.54c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 

 

 

9. Disintegration of love relationship--Rationalization of break-up 

Theme of rationalization of break-up was also a rare song theme, for only 1 song 

(2%) respectively appeared in Taiwan of year 2000 and year 2010. 

No statistics were computed for USA data because there was zero song appearing in 

both year 2000 and 2010. Between countries in 2000 and 2010, and within Taiwan’s chi-

square tests all failed to reach statistically significant value (see Table 13).  
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Table 13 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Disintegration of love relationship– Rationalization of 

break-up 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  

Rationalization of break-
up 

The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
0 

(0%) 
N=50 

1 
(2%) 
N=50 

χ2=1.01c 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
0 

(0%) 
N=50 

1 
(2%) 
N=50 

χ2=1.01c 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb --d χ2=0.00c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
d No statistics are computed because the number is a constant. 

 

 

10. Disintegration of love relationship--Getting over/Moving on 

For the last type of disintegration of love relationship, there were more songs in 

Taiwan than in the USA of both year, 2000 and 2010. Taiwan had 26% of the songs and 20% 

of the songs with getting over/moving on theme in year 2000 and 2010. 

Pearson chi-square test showed that there appeared to be statistically significant 

difference between the USA and Taiwan in both year 2000: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 9.49, p ≤ .01 

and year 2010: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 4.33, p ≤ .05. Songs with getting over/moving on theme 

apparently appeared much more in Taiwan than in the USA, no matter in year 2000 or 2010. 

However, there were no significances with the statistics within the USA or Taiwan (see Table 

14).  
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Table 14 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Disintegration of love relationship– Getting 

over/Moving on 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  Getting 

over/Moving on 
The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
2 

(4%) 
N=50 

13 
(26%) 
N=50 

χ2=9.49** 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
3 

(6%) 
N=50 

10 
(20%) 
N=50 

χ2=4.33* 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=0.21c 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=0.51 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
*p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01.   

 

 

11. Anticipation of love relationship 

Songs of the USA had more theme of anticipation of love relationship than songs of 

Taiwan; there were 14% of year 2000 songs and 16% of year 2010 songs of this theme. The 

percentage in Taiwan had increased in 2010, from 4% in 2000 to 12%, but still did not 

exceed that of the USA. 

Although there seemed to be a difference between the percentages of the United 

States and Taiwan in year 2000, the difference was not big enough for statistical significance. 

For year 2010, the difference was even smaller to reach a significant level. For within-

country tests, none of the two countries had anticipation-themed songs increase enough to 

cause a significant difference (see Table 15). 
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Table 15 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Anticipation of love relationship 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  Anticipation 

of love relationship 
The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
7 

(14%) 
N=50 

2 
(4%) 
N=50 

χ2=3.05c 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
8 

(16%) 
N=50 

6 
(12%) 
N=50 

χ2=0.33 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=0.08 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=2.17c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
 

 

12. Social commentary on love relationship  

In year 2000, Taiwan and the USA had similar number of songs with the theme of 

social commentary on love relationship, but in year 2010, there were no songs in this 

category in the USA. The number remained almost the same in Taiwan, from 10% to 8%. 

After the test of independence, within the USA the fast dropping of numbers from 6 songs to 

0 song generated the statistical significant p values: χ2 (1, N = 100) = 6.38, p ≤ .05 (USA, 

within country) (see Table 16). 

 

Table 16 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Social commentary on love relationship 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  Social 
commentary on love 

relationship 

The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
6 

(12%) 
N=50 

5 
(10%) 
N=50 

χ2=0.10 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
0 

(0%) 
N=50 

4 
(8%) 
N=50 

χ2=4.17c 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=6.38* 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=0.12c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
*p ≤ .05. 
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13. Other relationships--Friendship/Family 

Table 17 showed that songs about friends or family appeared more in Taiwan than in 

the USA. In both countries, the songs slightly decreased in year 2010. Due to the small 

changes in numbers, all of the chi-square values were not significant. Songs about friend or 

family were almost equally few in both countries statistically speaking. 

 

Table 17 

Frequency and Chi-Square Test of Theme of the Song – Other relationships-Friendship/Family 

Disintegration of love 
relationship-	  Other 

relationships-
Friendship/Family 

The USA Taiwan Chi-Square Valuea 

2000 
2 

(4%) 
N=50 

4 
(8%) 
N=50 

χ2=0.71c 

df=1, N=100 

2010 
0 

(0%) 
N=50 

3 
(6%) 
N=50 

χ2=3.09c 

df=1, N=100 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=2.04c 

df=1, N=100 
χ2=0.15c 

df=1, N=100 -- 

Note: Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 

 

 

• Sexual Content in Lyrics 

For sexual content in lyrics, two one-way analyses of variance (one-way ANOVA) 

were conducted to examine the differences in sexual content in lyrics between songs from the 

USA and songs from Taiwan in year 2000 and year 2010. Moreover, two one-way ANOVAs 

were conducted to examine the differences in sexual content in lyrics within the USA at 

different years and within Taiwan at different years.  

Results indicated that in year 2000, sexual content in lyrics of songs from the USA (M 

= 0.28) was significantly more than in songs from Taiwan (M = 0.04); F (1, N = 100) = 7.06, 

p ≤ .01. In year 2010, one-way ANOVA results indicated that sexual content in lyrics of 

songs from the USA (M = 0.46) was significantly more than in songs from Taiwan (M = 

0.08); F (1, N = 100) = 7.67, p ≤ .01 (see Table 18). 

One-way ANOVA examining the differences between two years within each country 

did not generate any significant results, with songs from the USA in year 2000 (M = 0.28) 
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and songs from the USA in year 2010 (M = 0.40) generated an F (1, N = 100) = 0.73, p = 

0.39. Songs from Taiwan in year 2000 (M = 0.04) and songs from Taiwan in year 2010 (M = 

0.08) also did not generated significant results: F (1, N = 100) = 0.33, p = 0.56. 

 

Table 18 

ANOVA of Sexual Content in Lyrics  

Sexual Content in Lyrics The USA Taiwan F-value 

2000 M=0.28 M=0.04 
F=7.06** 

df=1, N=100 

2010 M=0.46 M=0.08 
F=7.67** 

df=1, N=100 

F-value 
F=0.73 

df=1, N=100 

F=0.33 

df=1, N=100 
-- 

Note: **p ≤ .01.     

 

 

Results for Visual Presentation 

• Music Video Style 

The style of the USA’s music videos did not change too much from year 2000 to year 

2010; most of its music videos were performance style (42% in 2000 and 56% in 2010) or 

mixture of drama and performance styles (58% in 2000 and 44% in 2010); there were no pure 

drama-styled music videos in both years. Taiwan, on the other hand had an increase in 

drama-styled music videos from year 2000 (6%) to year 2010 (24%), and a slight decrease in 

performance-styled music videos (38% to 28%) and mixture-of-style music videos (56% to 

48%) (see Table 19).   
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Table 19 

Descriptives of Music Video Style 

Items Country Year Frequency  Percent (%) 

Drama-styled 
music videos 

The USA 
2000 0 0 

2010 0 0 

Taiwan 
2000 3 6 

2010 12 24 

Performance-
styled music 
videos 

The USA 
2000 21 42 

2010 28 56 

Taiwan 
2000 19 38 

2010 14 28 

Mixture of 
styles  

The USA 
2000 29 58 

2010 22 44 

Taiwan 
2000 28 56 

2010 24 48 

 

 

• Characters of MV 

For characters in music videos, results indicated that there appeared to be not much 

difference between countries and within countries. Female character dominant music videos 

(38%) were slightly more in Taiwan, 2000 while the USA had slightly more male character 

dominant music videos (38%). But in year 2010, music videos with equal number of male 

and female characters appeared most in both countries (42% in Taiwan and 40% in the USA) 

(see Table 20).  
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Table 20  

Descriptives of Characters of MV 

Items Country Year Frequency  Percent (%) 

Female dominant MVs 

The USA 
2000 18 36 

2010 16 32 

Taiwan 
2000 19 38 

2010 14 28 

Male dominant MVs 

The USA 
2000 19 38 

2010 14 28 

Taiwan 
2000 13 26 

2010 15 30 

Equal number of male and 
female characters  

The USA 
2000 13 26 

2010 20 40 

Taiwan 
2000 18 36 

2010 21 42 

 

 

• Sexual Content-Objectification  

Objectification was the focus of camera on certain body parts, usually the 

chests/breasts, buttocks, thighs, etc. Most of the time this type of portrayal was sexually 

intended. Please refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3 in Appendix C for examples of objectification 

of a male character and a female character taken from the MV samples. 

Results showed that music videos of the USA had more objectification shots than 

music videos of Taiwan, especially of female characters. In 2000, there were 24% of the 100 

videos in the USA having objectification of female characters while only 2% of 100 music 

videos in Taiwan had objectification of female characters. In 2010, the percentage of 

objectification of female characters in music videos had dropped to 18% in the USA, while it 

remained 2% in Taiwan (see Table 21).  

Results of chi-square tests indicated that both in 2000: χ2 (2, N = 100) = 13.30, p < 

.01(Exact significance) and 2010: χ2 (2, N = 100) = 8.31, p = .01(Exact significance), 
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objectifications in music videos of the USA were significantly more than in music videos of 

Taiwan (see Table 21).  

 

Table 21 

Frequency and Chi-Square Tests of Sexual Content – Objectification 

Sexual Content-

Objectification 
The USA Taiwan 

Chi-Squarea 

Value 

2000 

Objectification of 

female characters 

12 

(24%) 

Objectification of 

female characters 

1 

(2%) 

χ2=13.30**c 

df=2, N=100 

Objectification of 

male characters 

2 

(4%) 

Objectification of 

male characters 

0 

(0%) 

Objectification of 

female and male 

characters 

0 

(0%) 

Objectification of 

female and male 

characters 

0 

(0%) 

No objectification 
36 

(72%) 

No 

objectification 

49 

(98%) 

2010 

Objectification of 

female characters 

9 

(18%) 

Objectification of 

female characters 

1 

(2%) 

χ2=8.31**c 

df=2, N=100 

Objectification of 

male characters 

0 

(0%) 

Objectification of 

male characters 

0 

(0%) 

Objectification of 

female and male 

characters 

1 

(2%) 

Objectification of 

female and male 

characters 

0 

(0%) 

No objectification 
40 

(80%) 

No 

objectification 

49 

(98%) 

Chi-Square Valueb χ2=3.64c 

df=2, N=100 
χ2=0.00c 

df=2, N=100 -- 

Note: a χ2 values in columns represent comparisons between countries in year 2000 and 2010. 
b χ2 values in rows represent comparisons between years in the USA and Taiwan. 
c More than 2 cells have expected count less than 5. Exact Significance is used. 
**p ≤ .01.     
 

 

• Sexual Content-Female Attire 

One-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the difference of the means of sexual 

content-Female attire between Taiwan and the USA, and also between year 2000 and year 

2010 within each country.  
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Results showed that in year 2000, female clothing in music videos of the USA (M = 

1.63) was significantly more revealing than in music videos of Taiwan (M = 0.30): F (1, N = 

100) = 40.91, p ≤ .01. Results for year 2010 also indicated that female clothing in music 

videos of the USA (M = 2.20) was also significantly more revealing than in music videos of 

Taiwan (M = 0.83): F (1, N = 100) = 30.39, p ≤ .01.  

For within-country analysis, results in Table 22 showed that in both countries, female 

clothing became more revealing from year 2000 to 2010: F (1, N = 100) = 4.556, p ≤ .05 

(USA); F (1, N = 100) = 8.91, p ≤.01 (Taiwan), yet the change was more obvious for music 

videos of Taiwan than of USA (see Table 22).  

Please refer to Figure 4 to Figure 10 in Appendix C for examples of different sexual 

level of female clothing.   

 

Table 22 

ANOVA of Sexual Content – Female Attire 

Female Attire The USA Taiwan F-value 

2000 M=1.63 M=0.30 
F=40.91** 

df=1, N=100 

2010 M=2.20 M=0.83 
F=30.39** 

df=1, N=100 

F-value 
F=4.56* 

df=1, N=100 

F=8.91** 

df=1, N=100 
-- 

Note:  * p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01.     

 

 

• Sexual Content-Male Attire 

One-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the difference of the means of sexual 

content-male attire between two countries in year 2000 and year 2010. 

Results showed that only in year 2000 that male’s clothing in music videos of the 

USA (M = 0.76) was significantly more revealing than in music videos of Taiwan (M = 0.29): 

F (1, N = 100) = 5.03, p ≤ .05. In year 2010, the mean in Taiwan slightly rose to 0.34, and the 

mean in the USA slightly dropped to 0.56, resulting in smaller F value of 1.44 (p = 0.23) (see 

Table 23).  
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The level of male sexual clothing within Taiwan did not increase too much from 2000 

to 2010: F (1, N = 100) = 0.11, p = 0.75, and did not decrease too much in the USA from 

2000 to 2010: F (1, N = 100) = 0.74, p = 0.39. 

Figure 11 to Figure 15 in Appendix C showed examples of male clothing at different 

sexual level. 

 

Table 23 

ANOVA of Sexual Content – Male Attire 

Male Attire The USA Taiwan F-value 

2000 M=0.76 M=0.29 
F=5.03* 

df=1, N=100 

2010 M=0.56 M=0.34 
F=1.44 

df=1, N=100 

F-value 
F=0.74 

df=1, N=100 

F=0.11 

df=1, N=100 
-- 

Note:  * p ≤ .05.  

 

 
• Sexual Content-Behavior 

One-way ANOVA was conducted to detect if there was a difference between means 

of Taiwan and the USA in year 2000 and 2010.  

Results indicated that sexual behaviors in music videos of the USA (M = 1.00, year 

2000; M = 1.46, year 2010) were significantly more abundant than in music videos of Taiwan 

(M = 0.24, year 2000; M = 0.74, year 2010) in both years: F (1, N = 100) = 22.42, p ≤ .01, 

year 2000; F (1, N = 100) = 10.24, p ≤ .01, year 2010.  

Within-country one-way ANOVA results indicated that only in Taiwan, sexual 

behaviors significantly increased from year 2000 to year 2010: F (1, N = 100) = 16.67, p ≤ 

.01. Although the results did not have significance for the USA data, the p value was however 

close to the .05 significance level: F (1, N = 100) = 3.45, p = 0.66 (see Table 24). 

For behaviors from slightly sexual to very sexual, screenshots taken from some of the 

200 sample videos were shown in Figure 16 to Figure 21 in Appendix C as examples. 
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Table 24 

ANOVA of Sexual Content – Behavior 

Behavior The USA Taiwan F-value 

2000 M=1.00 M=0.24 
F=22.42** 

df=1, N=100 

2010 M=1.46 M=0.74 
F=10.24** 

df=1, N=100 

F-value 
F=3.45 

df=1, N=100 

F=16.67** 

df=1, N=100 
-- 

Note:  ** p ≤ .01.  

 

 

Hypotheses  

H1: Sexual Content in song lyrics and music video images in the U.S.A. will 

increase from year 2000 to year 2010. 

H1 was partially supported. The depiction of sexual content was more explicit in 

2010, but the increase was not large enough to generate a statistically significant value. 

However, video images were statistical significantly more sexual in 2010 than in 2000, 

especially female characters’ clothing. Yet for objectification, results did not generate 

significant difference between 2000 and 2010.  

H2: Sexual content in song lyrics and music video images in Taiwan will increase 

from year 2000 to year 2010. 

H2 was partially supported. Only in video images that sexual content was more 

abundant in 2010 than in 2000, especially in female characters’ attire. As for lyrics and 

objectification, sexual content was never abundant in either 2000 or 2010.  

H3:There is more sexual content in song lyrics and music video images in music 

videos of the U.S.A. than in music videos of Taiwan in year 2000. 

H3 was supported. Sexual content in lyrics, female attire, male attire, behavior, and 

objectification was more plentiful in music videos of the USA than in those of Taiwan in 

2000.  

H4: There is more sexual content in song lyrics and music video images in music 

videos of the U.S.A. than in music videos of Taiwan in year 2010. 
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H4 was supported. Sexual content in lyrics, video images, especially manifested 

through female’s attire, behavior and objectification, was more plentiful and revealing in 

music videos of the USA than in those of Taiwan in 2010.  

H5: Representation of themes in song lyrics of the U.S.A. is different in year 2000 

and year 2010. That is, love relationship themes in English song lyrics will be more or 

less common in year 2010 than in year 2000.  

H5 was supported. Almost one third of the themes, i.e., 4 themes out of 13, had 

significant difference between 2000 and 2010 in the USA, which were songs “not concerning 

any relationships,” songs of “establishment of love relationship-celebration,” songs of 

“disintegration of love relationship-cheating/triangle love,” and songs of “social commentary 

on love relationship.” Among the four topics, only songs not concerning any relationships 

increased in 2010, the other 3 topics had less numbers of songs in 2010 than in 2000.  

Songs with love theme in the USA 2000 were 73% in total and dropped to 54% in 

2010. Apparently that love, although still the dominant theme, was giving way to other 

themes such as partying theme or life theme.   

H6: Representation of themes in song lyrics of Taiwan is different in year 2000 

and year 2010. That is, love relationship themes in Chinese song lyrics will be more or 

less common in year 2010 than in year 2000. 

H6 was not supported. None of the 13 themes had statistically significant differences 

between 2000 and 2010. Love themes remained dominant in song lyrics in Taiwan, with 86% 

of songs in 2000 and 80% of songs in 2010 being love related songs.  

Among the love themes, the mourning of the lost love theme (28% in 2000 and 16% 

in 2010) and the getting over the past relationships (26% in 2000 and 20 in 2010) were the 

most common themes.  

H7: Representation of themes in song lyrics from the U.S.A. is different from 

that in song lyrics from Taiwan in year 2000. That is, love relationship themes in song 

lyrics are more or less common in the U.S.A. than in Taiwan in year 2000.  

H7 was partially supported. Not even 1/3 of the themes, i.e., 3 out of 13 themes, in 

song lyrics had statistically significant differences between the two countries, which were 

songs of “not concerning any relationships,” of “disintegration of love relationship-

mourning,” and of “disintegration of love relationship-getting over/moving on.”  

Figure 5.19.   Behavior--Very: Implied sexuality (Katy Perry/Teenage 
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In 2000, there were more songs not about love relationship in the USA (26%) than in 

Taiwan (14%), and there were more love songs, especially heart-broken love songs, in 

Taiwan (86%) than in the USA (74%).  

H8: Representation of themes in song lyrics from the U.S.A. is different from 

that in song lyrics from Taiwan in year 2010. That is, themes of love relationship songs 

are more or less common in the U.S.A. than in Taiwan in year 2010. 

H8 was partially supported. In 2010, only 2 themes among the 13 themes in song 

lyrics were significantly different between Taiwan and the USA, which were theme “not 

concerning any relationships” and “disintegration of love relationship-getting over/moving 

on.” 

Songs not about any relationships were even more in the USA (46%) than in Taiwan 

(20%) in year 2010. Love-themed lyrics had decreased in the USA (54%) while they 

remained dominating in Taiwan (80%). 
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Chapter 6.   Discussion 

  

 The purpose of this study was to examine the sexual messages in music videos of the 

USA and Taiwan through lyrical and visual presentation in 2000 and 2010. Also, themes in 

lyrics were examined for more background knowledge of the songs, and to examine whether 

the popularity of love themes of songs would also increase or decrease along with sexual 

content.  

  In this study, four types of comparison were conducted, two between-country cross-

cultural comparisons between the USA and Taiwan in year 2000 and 2010, and two within-

country across-time comparisons respectively within the USA and Taiwan between year 2000 

and 2010.  

 This chapter discussed the meaning of the findings and the implications of this study. 

A discussion of the study’s limitations and suggestions for future researches were also 

provided.  

 

Sexual Content and Cultural Differences 

This study was intended as a cross-cultural comparative study because music videos 

were one of the cultural products which inherited with the deep-rooted values of all kinds, 

and in this study’s case, sex values, looking into the contents of the music videos of a culture 

was a means to inspect certain aspect of that culture. Music videos were, in addition, a type 

of commercials to sell a single, a singer, even the company and the producing team behind 

the scene. Just because a music video’s success could bring so many benefits, it was 

important to make a music video according to what the majority in a society liked and 

according to the dominating ideology and values. Therefore, comparing the sexual content of 

music videos from two different was a way of comparing the sex values of two different 

cultures. 

As the results of this study showed, music videos of the USA contained more sexual 

content than those of Taiwan, no matter in lyrics of video images, and no matter in 2000 or 

2010. It was evident that regardless of the constant Westernizing happening within Chinese 

society, some rooted values still remained, i.e., the more conservative way of looking at sex.  
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After the sex depression in Sung dynasty (Hwu, 2003), sex has never been liberated 

since then. Unlike in the USA, sex liberation happened along with many other social 

movements in the 20s to 60s autonomously, the so-called Chinese sex liberation was brought 

on the Chinese people along with other then-claimed more civilized Western thoughts and 

lifestyles.  

Just because the ideology of liberal sexuality was imposed, many Chinese people did 

not really believe in it. There therefore existed a gap between what people believe and how 

they behave. Sex to the Chinese people was something that only could be enjoyed and talked 

in private sphere, not something openly exhibited and heralded.  

Evan though the mean of sexual content in lyrics of Chinese songs in 2010 did 

increase a little than that of 2000, the mean was, nonetheless, very close to zero out of a 0 to 

3 scale, which meant that top 50 hits enjoyed by the Chinese audience still contained asexual 

lyrics in spite of the fact that in recent years, more explicit sexual depictions did occur more 

than before For example, in one of a Chinese rapper MC Hotdog’s singles in 2008, Hots for 

You (我哈你), he sang about a guy having fantasy for a girl, and in the lyrics, he used various 

kinds of sexual images to described the infatuation of the guy for the girl: 

“我才不要當你的男傭/如果可以/我要當你的 AV男優/你是我的夢/特別是 A夢/如果我是賭聖/

你就是綺夢我發功/今晚想看你嘎茲窩快發瘋/我是發情的莎翁/我是殺手/想插手/找插頭/你這最

台的媽斗/能否 follow/別發抖/當你碰上 MC哈狗/為你開一罐最貴的紅酒/越夜/越是不小心/越了

界/你是否會膽怯/如果不小心造了孽/還是這是你對我的考驗” 

Or in another single, I Wanna (要) of Stanley Huang (黃立行) in 2007, he sang in an 

implicit way of the desire for another person and following the basic physical instinct:  

“返回/人類原始狀態/用簡單方式/讓野性存/現在/停止等待停止忍耐/放手讓你身體/完全坦白/釋

放你溫度包圍我的呼吸/從這一秒起我們永不分離/U wanna do it to me I wanna do it to you/U 

wanna do it to me I wanna I wanna/用力衝刺/失去控制/用力衝刺/失去控制” 

However, these more sexually intended singles seldom made it to top charts, one of 

the reason might be that Chinese people were embarrassed to sing these song in public or 

KTV. KTV served as an important factor in determining top hits in Chinese music industry, 

the more a song was demanded in KTV, the more possible it got popularized and became top 

hits. If people were not demanding these more sexually connoted singles, the chance was 

small that they could be remembered and voted into top charts.  
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Likewise, even though videos images did contain female characters dressing more 

revealing in 2010 in music videos of Taiwan, the mean stayed below 1 while the mean in 

music videos of the USA had risen to over 2 out of a 0 to 4 scale. Behaviors too stayed below 

1 out of a 0 to 5 scale in music videos of Taiwan in 2010.  

The sex values in Taiwan, judging from the results of this study remained 

conservative. Sex was still seen as a matter belonging to private sphere instead of something 

that could be discussed and demonstrated in public.  

 

Sexual Content and the Young   

One of the most important concern of sexual content in music videos have always 

been its effect on the young people’s sexual perception, value and behaviors (Arnett, 2002; 

Bogt et al., 2010; Hansen, 1989; Hansen & Hansen, 1990; Kalof, 1999; Kistler & Lee, 2010; 

Zhang et al., 2008). Conclusions of these researches agreed on a certain level that constant 

exposure to high sexualized music videos made people more accepting to interpersonal 

violence against women, stereotypical gender role attitudes, rape myth, which stated that in a 

rape the female was the one to be blame for she must had dressed too revealing or attempted 

to seduce the male (Kalof, 1999), and female self-sexualization (Cougar Hall et al., 2011).  

According to the cultivation theory, living with television cultivated shared 

perceptions of reality among otherwise different perspectives behaviors. People who spent 

more time watching television, moreover, would more likely to see whatever values and 

ideologies in it as social reality (Gerbner et al., 2002). It was most likely, according to 

previous research results, the more the teenagers were exposed to highly sexualized music 

videos, the more they viewed the values and behaviors in music videos as social reality, and 

accordingly behaved as such.  

Results of this study showed that sexual content in music videos of Taiwan increased, 

although slowly, from 2000 to 2010. Other studies investigating sex attitudes and behaviors 

among junior high school, high school to college students already provided evidence of a 

more sexually open generation (Lo et al., 2005; Tsai et al., 2002; Yen et al., 2009a; Yen et 

al., 2009b). The result of the combination of a more sexually open young generation and 

more sexual music videos would inevitably generated misled sex values and behaviors. 

Attention of researchers and educators should be paid to the long been ignored area.  
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Love Songs in the USA and Taiwan  

Love has always been the favorite theme of both lyricists and audiences. Past studies 

showed that love no matter in the USA or Taiwan has always been the most dominating 

theme in lyrics (Carey, 1969; Cole, 1971; Cooper, 1991; Donald, 1957; Dukes et al., 2003; 

Edwards, 1994; Hung, 2010; Ke, 1994; Su, 1999).  

Results of this study also demonstrated that love was the top one theme in lyrics both 

in 2000 and 2010. Yet, an interesting finding was that while love songs in the USA were 

mostly of celebration of newly established relationships, love songs in Taiwan were mostly 

mourning of lost relationships or of getting over past relationships.  

This was a phenomenon not hypothesized yet observed. One possible explanation 

again lay in culturally different love values. Most of the Chinese believed in monogamy. A 

person with too many experiences in love was often seen as a player. How to keep his or her 

relationship partner from leaving was an important matter, especially for women in Chinese 

society. The lack of the ability to keep a lover from leaving was more or less seen as a default 

of a person. As a result, how to maintain a love relationship was an important issue for the 

Chinese. On the contrary, the Americans were more positive and open in viewing love 

relationships. Establishment and disintegration of a love relationship were just equally 

important as other matters in life. Living in the moment and was more important to them than 

hanging on a lost relationship.   

The view on open relationships, in which the two people in a relationship, could also 

date someone else, were a perfect example of how the Eastern and Western differed. An open 

relationship was seldom accepted among the Chinese and seen as a kind of cheating. Even if 

the two people in a relationship had a deal beforehand, when one party found out about the 

other person dating someone else, it was still hard for him or her to accept.  

Therefore the dominating themes in the top 50 songs of Taiwan in 2000 and 2010 

were mourning over lost relationships and about getting over from past relationships while 

those of the USA were more about the celebration of establishment of relationships or 

anticipation of love relationships and in 2010 even more songs were not about love 

relationships at all.  
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Limitations and Direction for Future Research 

There were a number of limitations of this study needed to be addressed. First was the 

overlooking of some potential cause of the increase or decrease in the sexual content and 

theme differences. This study solely looked at the changes between countries and within 

countries at two different time points. There could be other causes in addition to time and 

culture to the increase or decrease such as gender of the performers.  

Future studies may try to look at whether the gender of the performers would affect 

the level of sexual content in lyrics or video images. Or if there are more females in a music 

video, would the level of sexuality increase than if there are more males in a music video, 

because as the results of this study showed that the sexual level of female clothing were on 

the increase while male’s maintained its original level or even decreased. It is worthwhile 

looking at whether there exists a linkage between the two.  

Second limitation was the separate examination of sexual content and lyrical theme, 

and thus overlooking the relationship between certain themes and the level of sexuality. It 

was possible that certain types of theme would have a higher degree of sexuality contained. 

In year 2010, there appeared a handful of partying songs in the United States, and it was 

noticed that the sexual messages in the lyrics and video images seemed to be more plenteous 

than songs of other themes. Therefore, future research could investigate if certain themes of 

songs, such as the theme of partying, would have more sexual implication in the lyrics or 

music video images. Whether songs of celebrating newly established love relationships 

would contain more sexual content than songs of mourning over lost love is also worth 

analyzing.  

The last limitation was concerning the framework of this study. This study tried to 

look at both the cultural difference and time difference. The scope of the investigation was 

too vast and therefore some depth was lost. For example, the analysis of relationships of 

themes and sexual content and the analysis of other possible causes for increase or decrease 

of sexual content were then sacrificed.  

Future research undertakers should maybe just focus on solely looking at the cultural 

differences or just the time differences within a country. Also, future research undertakers are 

encouraged to conduct more similar research in Taiwan. Although studies on music content 
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were increasing in Taiwan, most were case studies. Content analyses were still fallen short 

compared to Western studies.  

In addition, future studies could try to examine the effect of the sexual content on 

teenagers’ sex values or behaviors. As the results of this study had found that sexual content 

in music videos did increase from 2000 to 2010. It would be expected to have more sexual 

content in media in the future. Teenagers were the main audiences of music videos (Arnett, 

2002; Bogt et al., 2010; Hansen, 1989; Hansen & Hansen, 1990; Kalof, 1999; Zhang et al., 

2008), and according to cultivation theory, the more people were exposed to messages in the 

media, the more they would view them as real, as social reality. Consequently, what the 

increased sexual content in music videos would affect these teenagers surely should be an 

important issue.  
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Chapter 7.   Conclusion 
 

Sexual content has always been one of the most popular topics in communication 

studies in the Western worlds. This study compared music videos from two different 

countries, Taiwan and the USA, at two different time points, 2000 and 2010. Music videos 

were cultural products containing a culture’s dominating values and ideologies. By 

comparing sexual content in music videos from the two different countries, the USA and 

Taiwan, one representing the Western culture and the other the Chinese Eastern culture, the 

mainstream sex values underneath the two different cultures were compared.  

Music videos were compared in this study from the lyrical and visual aspects because 

while the audiences watched a music video, not only the images were being watched; the 

lyrics of the song and the audio were all sending messages. Audio aspect, however, did not 

carry as many messages as the other two aspects, and therefore was not analyzed in this 

study.  

Previous Western researches showed that sexual content in lyrics was increasing in 

the USA, although it remained innuendo-laden. Results of this study were consistent with the 

finding. Explicitness of sexual content in lyrics only increased a little in 2010, and did not 

reach statistical significance. Therefore, sexual content in lyrics still relied on general 

references or figurative speech.  

In Taiwan, the sexual implication was even less in lyrics. Again, even though results 

indicated that the level increased in 2010, the increase was too small to cause any difference 

statistically. The results were consistent with Ping and Su’s (2001) finding that love 

manifested in popular song lyrics in Taiwan was an asexual kind of love. While over 80% of 

the top 50 songs on year-end charts were love songs both in 2000 and 2010, sexual content 

was very rare to be found in lyrics of Chinese songs.  

This study also revealed that generally sexual content in music video images was 

more abundant in the USA than in Taiwan, both in 2000 or 2010. Within the country, sexual 

content in video images, especially manifested through female characters’ dressing, increased 

from 2000 to 2010 in both countries.  

Sexual behaviors in the music videos were on the rise in Taiwan but not in the USA. 

A speculated reason for this was that behaviors in music videos of the USA in 2000 were 
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already sexually suggestive and abundant in the USA, room for increasing was therefore 

limited due to the advertising nature of music videos; content too explicit would be censored 

or even banned. Another speculated reason was that the American audiences were used to 

sexual content in music videos already, they needed something else to attract their attention, 

rather than sex appeal.  

Sexual content in top 50 music videos of Taiwan was not significantly more in 2010 

than in 2000 even though various examples could be named of more explicit sexual 

descriptions in lyrics and images. The speculated reason was that regardless of the influence 

of Western thoughts and lifestyles, the inherit conservativeness towards sex rooted in 

people’s minds. Sex was still seen as an extremely private matter to be displayed or discussed 

in public. Therefore, it could be an embarrassing thing to sing songs with more explicit 

sexual implication in public, and resulting in these songs’ not entering song charts.  

 Prior Western researches suggested that teenagers made up of most of the audiences 

of music videos (Arnett, 2002; Bogt et al., 2010; Hansen, 1989; Hansen & Hansen, 1990; 

Kalof, 1999; Zhang et al., 2008), it should therefore be a concern what the sexual content in 

those music videos might do to them. They would very likely to be influenced by what they 

saw in the music videos and imitate the dressing and behaviors (Cougar Hall et al., 2011; 

Kalof, 1999).  

Earlier researches of Taiwan and this study, nevertheless, did not put the focus on the 

relationship between the sexual content in music and its effect on the audiences. The issue of 

increasing sexual content in music videos, which was showed in the results of this study, 

hopefully would catch future researchers’ attention and see more follow-up studies.  

As researches had shown that sex education given in Taiwan from elementary to high 

school was insufficient (Yen et al., 2009b), but surveys of sex attitude of students from junior 

high to high school students showed their high interests in sexuality: with over 50% of the 

participants said they had dating experience and 10% of them had sexual experience (Yen et 

al., 2009b). While those teenagers with high sexual interests could not receive enough sex 

information in school, they surely would seek elsewhere, and the most convenient place for 

them was through media and the Internet.  

 Although the current status of sexual content in music videos in Taiwan has not yet 

posed an immediate threat because the majority of the sexual behaviors found were low on 
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graphic portrayals, i.e., intercourse, music videos did play at least a role in forming the sexual 

environment in which the young people were socialized. For that reason, the level of sexual 

content in music should be kept track of, and the influence of the sexual content on people 

should also be researched. This study also called for attention of parents, teachers, or 

legislators to help young people see sexuality from the right angle and to form accurate ways 

to behave sexually in contemporary society despite the often inaccurate fantasy portrait in the 

mass media.
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Appendix A 

Sample List 

# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

1 Breathe Faith Hill 2000 http://youtu.be/yCmsZUN4r_s 

2 Maria Maria Santana and The Product 
G&B 

2000 http://youtu.be/nPLV7lGbmT4 

3 I Wanna Know Joe 2000 http://youtu.be/dJ8VjyPw0qY 

4 Everything You Want Vertical Horizon 2000 http://youtu.be/VwSaldFJofM 

5 Say My Name Destiny’s Child 2000 http://youtu.be/sQgd6MccwZc 

6 I Knew I Loved You Savage Garden 2000 http://youtu.be/jjnmICxvoVY 

7 Amazed  Lonestar 2000 http://youtu.be/x-skFgrV59A 

8 Bent Matchbox Twenty 2000 http://youtu.be/969RAKkYESU 

9 He Wasn’t Man Enough Toni Braxton 2000 http://youtu.be/9_hKXk2qSuw 

10 Higher Creed 2000 http://youtu.be/J16lInLZRms 

11 Try Again Aaliyah 2000 http://youtu.be/xcIvIladNnQ 

12 Jumpin’ Jumpin’ Destiny’s Child 2000 http://youtu.be/Vjw92oUduEM 

13 Thong Song Sisqó 2000 http://youtu.be/Oai1V7kaFBk 

14 Kryptonite 3 Door Down 2000 http://youtu.be/xPU8OAjjS4k 

15 There You Go P!nk 2000 http://youtu.be/66LnhtnSoKc 

16 Music Madonna 2000 http://youtu.be/GzqXZaFakTE 

17 Doesn’t Really Matter Janet Jackson  2000 http://youtu.be/4MYz1YPLcC4 

18 What a Girl Wants  Christina Aguilera 2000 http://youtu.be/hpspGHeLOPE 

19 Back at One Brian McKnight 2000 http://youtu.be/WVqgWZG27mg 

20 Bye Bye Bye ‘N Sync 2000 http://youtu.be/Eo-KmOd3i7s 

21 You Sang to Me Marc Anthony 2000 http://youtu.be/MY4YJxn-9Og 

22 I Need to Know Marc Anthony 2000 http://youtu.be/fLVzw9wVd9o 

23 Get It On Tonite Montell Jordan 2000 http://youtu.be/k_C_nhzdNFI 

24 Incomplete  Sisqó 2000 http://youtu.be/FNhQ6PSq-1o 

25 I Try Macy Gray 2000 http://youtu.be/WEQ0l_m3Xm0 

26 It’s Gonna Be Me ‘N Sync 2000 http://youtu.be/GQMlWwIXg3M 
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# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

27 That’s The Way It Is Celine Dion 2000 http://youtu.be/T6wbugWrfLU 

28 Country Grammar (Hot 
Shit) 

Nelly 2000 http://youtu.be/Y5qKNlcUwKs 

29 Bring It All to Me Blaque 2000 http://youtu.be/vdNmCmbLIo0 

30 Show Me the Meaning of 
Being Lonely 

Backstreet Boys 2000 http://youtu.be/aBt8fN7mJNg 

31 Hot Boyz Missy Elliott Ft. Nas, Eve 
and Q-Tip 

2000 http://youtu.be/FRkev5Aooms 

32 Back Here Bbmak 2000 http://youtu.be/l95MMbls0GQ 

33 It Feels So Good Sonique 2000 http://youtu.be/hVzvdCKuu4w 

34 Absolutely (Story of a 
Girl) 

Nine Days 2000 http://youtu.be/ZIANBamMgas 

35 With Arms Wide Open Creed 2000 http://youtu.be/99j0zLuNhi8 

36 Be with You Enrique Iglesias 2000 http://youtu.be/gXaN5kuNcSA 

37 Come On Over Baby 
(All I Want Is You) 

Christina Aguilera 2000 http://youtu.be/0RQDIJ2CvbA 

38 No More Ruff Endz 2000 http://youtu.be/6TLxUAa3lb0 

39 All The Small Things Blink 182 2000 http://youtu.be/9Ht5RZpzPqw 

40 The Way You Love Me  Faith Hill 2000 http://youtu.be/H7HT6tyrPdA 

41 I Turn To You Christina Aguilera 2000 http://youtu.be/z4q05resEvc 

42 Never Let You Go Third Eye Blind 2000 http://youtu.be/eoPW8zr06jM 

43 I Need You LeAnn Rimes 2000 http://youtu.be/SdgvKnjQekg 

44 Thank God I Found You Mariah Carey Ft. Joe & 98 
Degrees 

2000 http://youtu.be/7KVxjQUCyn0 

45 Let’s Get Married  Jagged Edge 2000 http://youtu.be/Mo1HaVN1Pt0 

46 My Love Is Your Love  Whitney Houston 2000 http://youtu.be/kxZD0VQvfqU 

47 Then The Morning 
Comes  

Smash Mouth 2000 http://youtu.be/cB9JJIoAdYM 

48 Blue (Da Ba Dee) Eiffel 65 2000 http://youtu.be/68ugkg9RePc 

49 Desert Rose Sting Ft. Cheb Mami 2000 http://youtu.be/C3lWwBslWqg 

50 The Real Slim Shady Eminem 2000 http://youtu.be/eJO5HU_7_1w 

51 Tik Tok K$sha 2010 http://youtu.be/iP6XpLQM2Cs 

52 Need You Now  Lady Antebellum 2010 http://youtu.be/eM213aMKTHg 
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# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

53 Hey, Soul Sister Train 2010 http://youtu.be/kVpv8-5XWOI 

54 California Girls Katy Perry ft. Snoop Dogg 2010 http://youtu.be/F57P9C4SAW4 

55 OMG Usher ft. Will. i. am   2010 http://youtu.be/1RnPB76mjxI 

56 Airplanes B.o.B. Ft. Hayley Williams 2010 http://youtu.be/kn6-c223DUU 

57 Love the Way You Lie Eminem ft. Rihanna 2010 http://youtu.be/uelHwf8o7_U 

58 Bad Romance Lady Gaga 2010 http://youtu.be/qrO4YZeyl0I 

59 Dynamite Taio Cruz 2010 http://youtu.be/Vysgv7qVYTo 

60 Break Your Heart  Taio Cruz ft. Ludicris 2010 http://youtu.be/y_SI2EDM6Lo 

61 Nothing’ on You B.o.B. Ft. Bruno Mars 2010 http://youtu.be/8PTDv_szmL0 

62 I Like It Enrique Ignesias ft. Pitbull 2010 http://youtu.be/X9_n8jakvWU 

63 BedRock  Young Money ft. Lloyd 2010 http://youtu.be/Ha80ZaecGkQ 

64 In My Head Jason Derulo 2010 http://youtu.be/UyG1FG3H6rY 

65 Rude Boy Rihanna 2010 http://youtu.be/e82VE8UtW8A 

66 Telephone  Lady Gaga ft. Beyoncé  2010 http://youtu.be/EVBsypHzF3U 

67 Teenage Dream  Katy Perry 2010 http://youtu.be/98WtmW-lfeE 

68 Just the Way You Are Bruno Mars 2010 http://youtu.be/LjhCEhWiKXk 

69 Cooler Than Me Mike Posner 2010 http://youtu.be/mqWq_48LxWQ 

70 Imma Be The Black Eyed Peas 2010 http://youtu.be/kdAj-dBNCi4 

71 Empire State of Mind  Jay-Z Ft. Alicia Keys 2010 http://youtu.be/0UjsXo9l6I8 

72 DJ Got US Fallin’ in 
Love 

Usher ft. Pitbull 2010 http://youtu.be/C-dvTjK_07c 

73 Billionaire Travie McCoy ft. Bruno 
Mars 

2010 http://youtu.be/8aRor905cCw 

74 Not Afraid Eminem 2010 http://youtu.be/j5-yKhDd64s 

75 Replay Iyaz 2010 http://youtu.be/WXxV9g7lsFE 

76 Sexy Bitch David Guetta ft. Akon 2010 http://youtu.be/kNij6QZp_DI 

77 Breakeven The Script 2010 http://youtu.be/MzCLLHscMOw 

78 Your Love Is My Drug K$sha 2010 http://youtu.be/QR_qa3Ohwls 

79 I Gotta Feeling The Black Eyed Peas 2010 http://youtu.be/uSD4vsh1zDA 

80 Fireflies Owl City 2010 http://youtu.be/psuRGfAaju4 
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# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

81 Say Aah Trey Songz ft. Fabolous 2010 http://youtu.be/Z__FHAG1Jk8 

82 Find Your Love  Drake 2010 http://youtu.be/Xyv4Bjja8yc 

83 Alejandro Lady Gaga 2010 http://youtu.be/niqrrmev4mA 

84 Ridin’ Solo Jason Derulo 2010 http://youtu.be/8ESdn0MuJWQ 

85 Just a Dream Nelly 2010 http://youtu.be/N6O2ncUKvlg 

86 How Low Ludacris 2010 http://youtu.be/ox-lfowevqA 

87 Like a G6 Far East Movement ft. 
Cataracs & Dev 

2010 http://youtu.be/w4s6H4ku6ZY 

88 Carry Out Timbaland ft. Justin 
Timberlake 

2010 http://youtu.be/NRdHsuuXxfk 

89 Haven’t Met You Yet Michael Bublé 2010 http://youtu.be/amZE1BRcS2Q 

90 Club Can’t Handle Me Flo Rida ft. David Guetta 2010 http://youtu.be/SgM3r8xKfGE 

91 Down Jay Sean ft. Lil Wayne 2010 http://youtu.be/oUbpGmR1-QM 

92 Bulletproof La Roux 2010 http://youtu.be/Kk8eJh4i8Lo 

93 Whatcha Say Jason Derulo 2010 http://youtu.be/pBI3lc18k8Q 

94 Baby Justin Bieber ft. Ludacris 2010 http://youtu.be/kffacxfA7G4 

95 Whataya Want from Me Adam Lambert 2010 http://youtu.be/X1Fqn9du7xo 

96 Mine Taylor Swift 2010 http://youtu.be/XPBwXKgDTdE 

97 Only Girl (In the World) Rihanna 2010 http://youtu.be/pa14VNsdSYM 

98 Live Like We’re Dying Kris Allen 2010 http://youtu.be/YbfeSImDntw 

99 Hard Rihanna ft. Jeezy 2010 http://youtu.be/Xcwd_Nz6Zog 

100 Young Forever Jay-Z ft. Mr. Hudson 2010 http://youtu.be/E1nbvplgElw 

101 溫柔 五月天 2000 http://youtu.be/j7MaYf4DaAw 

102 好想好好愛你 周蕙 2000 http://youtu.be/TUqKBTQizwA 

103 愛情證書 孫燕姿 2000 http://youtu.be/a4mgr9JiFoU 

104 奇蹟 張宇 2000 http://youtu.be/kD2SQTVwFT4 

105 普通朋友 陶喆 2000 http://youtu.be/oW7CyarZ33A 

106 如果有一天 梁靜茹 2000 http://youtu.be/Eo47lGcaSYs 

107 我要飛 張惠妹 2000 http://youtu.be/dpDaQJQLFE0 

108 終結孤單 五月天 2000 http://youtu.be/vx6RqKhNRCU 
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# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

109 一個人的精彩 蕭亞軒 2000 http://youtu.be/D-wrjCvzK4Q 

110 Don’t Stop 蔡依林 2000 http://youtu.be/vbD4NNiYfs4 

111 替身 周蕙 2000 http://youtu.be/XFV2l-nl2LQ 

112 真情人 李玟 2000 http://youtu.be/c9cxRZCnJks 

113 笑忘書 王菲 2000 http://youtu.be/WQ-DAeM1Xwg 

114 至少還有你 林憶蓮 2000 http://youtu.be/f894NkRDOow 

115 趁虛而入 蘇永康 2000 http://youtu.be/j8Vy9DadMh8 

116 永遠的第一天 王力宏 2000 http://youtu.be/HtYC9mRQY7Q 

117 天黑黑 孫燕姿 2000 http://youtu.be/EzQFAvBAgBM 

118 太委屈 陶晶瑩 2000 http://youtu.be/jcgi71IRFJc 

119 患得患失 吳宗憲 2000 http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_X
MjA2MDM3NjQ=.html 

120 當我愛上你 梁詠琪 2000 http://youtu.be/V0WW7nK9adM 

121 記念 蔡健雅 2000 http://youtu.be/Qz8JkgO9GG4 

122 薔薇 蕭亞軒 2000 http://youtu.be/6-FMbSGa7Vk 

123 找自己 陶喆 2000 http://youtu.be/_DqeFuKCiHE 

124 寂寞的戀人啊 莫文蔚 2000 http://youtu.be/Z_AKZR9hWeo 

125 勇氣 梁靜茹 2000 http://youtu.be/KVY5OX6jMKA 

126 比我幸福 陳曉東 2000 http://youtu.be/1M8fs6Gd9i0 

127 後來 劉若英 2000 http://youtu.be/aOrmZCPiYeQ 

128 每當你流淚 許志安 2000 http://youtu.be/M2-kfxQ1IrI 

129 下沙 游鴻明 2000 http://youtu.be/zCiaNwjHfXA 

130 愛情條約 張宇 2000 http://youtu.be/yezFHeE6Muo 

131 香奈兒 王菲 2000 http://youtu.be/qHpZ8W8Sqns 

132 愛過你 費翔 2000 http://youtu.be/S9sx_-ZHAOg 

133 春天花會開 任賢齊 2000 http://youtu.be/NRFpFTL-pDk 

134 我不夠愛你 劉德華 2000 http://youtu.be/yzPe4UTlu3g 

135 朋友 無印良品 2000 http://youtu.be/oCHPhUyuiqw 
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# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

136 愛你愛的 陳慧琳 2000 http://youtu.be/9-Ei6JOzIw8 

137 曾經愛你永遠愛你 伍思凱 2000 http://youtu.be/nCVqtspXIx4 

138 雙手的溫柔 江美琪 2000 http://youtu.be/_ZlGvKYcQqM 

139 當我想起你 張學友 2000 http://youtu.be/LRIiNw-ysYg 

140 許願樹 鄭中基 2000 http://youtu.be/6jwaHoRB8zw 

141 你不會了解 謝霆鋒 2000 http://youtu.be/a-jVT0yLDeA 

142 還是會寂寞 陳綺貞 2000 http://youtu.be/xaKnsM9qCd0 

143 至理名言 鄭秀文 2000 http://youtu.be/KSncQMoF-aM 

144 可愛女人 周杰倫 2000 http://youtu.be/APcPcTHt84I 

145 難得好天氣 許茹芸 2000 http://youtu.be/GMXsqzV443Y 

146 鑰匙 林曉培 2000 http://youtu.be/WIvHtWSST-Q 

147 放愛一條生路 那英 2000 http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XN
jQxMDk2ODQ=.html 

148 單眼皮女生 中國娃娃 2000 http://youtu.be/Mb_GiBeIbpQ 

149 旅途 郭富城 2000 http://youtu.be/KH8ZCUQJzgw 

150 跟著我一輩子 杜德偉 2000 http://youtu.be/U8CYZJprJiQ 

151 美人計 蔡依林 2010 http://youtu.be/cLlndV2SwX0 

152 超人不會飛 周杰倫 2010 http://youtu.be/YQzp3bFllOA 

153 錯的人 蕭亞軒 2010 http://youtu.be/iBShbO_-MjE 

154 你不知道的事 王力宏 2010 http://youtu.be/zvUsOXNPVxo 

155 Shero SHE 2010 http://youtu.be/KVGZjhPtxhY 

156 愛的主場秀 羅志祥 2010 http://youtu.be/gdo4YHNx3gQ 

157 雨下一整晚 周杰倫 2010 http://youtu.be/eRFVc7Rb9Wg 

158 寂寞寂寞就好 田馥甄 2010 http://youtu.be/DyFIzKYQQYE 

159 相反的我 張芸京 2010 http://youtu.be/3y6ldxNhxik 

160 太熱 飛輪海 2010 http://youtu.be/IYcuteHq4bE 

161 背對背擁抱 林俊傑 2010 http://youtu.be/KeEhHYmUTXM 

162 無言以對 蔡依林 2010 http://youtu.be/WAQL4pw4Nx4 
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# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

163 雨愛 楊丞琳 2010 http://youtu.be/hJU9Zvkxxrk 

164 沒關係 吳克羣 2010 http://youtu.be/ht5D7heKBy0 

165 瀟灑小姐 蕭亞軒 2010 http://youtu.be/8LPzehzhem0 

166 愛就對了 S.H.E. 2010 http://youtu.be/5Xvud7uqWNw 

167 十年一刻 蘇打綠 2010 http://youtu.be/V4hBde4pQ6c 

168 沒那麼簡單 黃小琥 2010 http://youtu.be/35tGjiLJgUM 

169 愛情選項 張芸京 2010 http://youtu.be/nvfzF-8Hok8 

170 柴米油鹽醬醋茶 王力宏 2010 http://youtu.be/fmVoDQHCk0k 

171 LOVE! 田馥甄 2010 http://youtu.be/w96CCImdIiE 

172 以前，以後 A-Lin 2010 http://youtu.be/FA34EqfX1nw 

173 跨時代 周杰倫 2010 http://youtu.be/-pgFLIEGfdQ 

174 愛不單行 羅志祥 2010 http://youtu.be/_8ZpQP0gcDA 

175 喇舌 大嘴巴 2010 http://youtu.be/k3n6-KSdd6M 

176 心電心 王心凌 2010 http://youtu.be/oP5Y4WdfabE 

177 HONEY 郭書瑤 2010 http://youtu.be/WhlE1NV2ifY 

178 丑角 曹格 2010 http://youtu.be/YhOSYxS8caY 

179 最後的那一天 李玖哲 2010 http://youtu.be/yWd7Zlnd2G0 

180 轉身之後 Bii 2010 http://youtu.be/dB0t01rSLGQ 

181 玩愛之徒 蔡依林 2010 http://youtu.be/A9vhXjxMQWg 

182 舞法舞天 羅志祥 2010 http://youtu.be/UbOw2zeJWJw 

183 因為愛 韋禮安 2010 http://youtu.be/Mj8_AksX8jc 

184 我們沒有在一起 劉若英 2010 http://youtu.be/CfYG8Q3ZpMA 

185 謝謝你的美好 嚴爵 2010 http://youtu.be/FPNODXJMDVg 

186 狂想曲 蕭亞軒 2010 http://youtu.be/CVYEUShDUMg 

187 匿名的好友 楊丞琳 2010 http://youtu.be/bl_rKC1Ny7Y 

188 心疼妳的心疼 飛輪海 2010 http://youtu.be/_ERItpRzjPA 

189 散場的擁抱 倪安東 2010 http://youtu.be/vANtwIj8oMw 

190 煙火 郭采潔 2010 http://youtu.be/2s8S9yj7ym8 
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# Song Title Artist(s) Year MV Link  

191 嫁妝 郭靜 2010 http://youtu.be/4qDb6Cs-TvA 

192 絕對不放 吳克羣 2010 http://youtu.be/BUDVPsiA6KQ 

193 懼高症 徐佳瑩 2010 http://youtu.be/D_s_tIAJbqA 

194 無眠 蘇打綠 2010 http://youtu.be/qXv7POo5MNI 

195 花一開就相愛吧 林依晨 2010 http://youtu.be/ueHdfhYGfss 

196 我很好，那麼你呢？ 王心凌 2010 http://youtu.be/Z_LygbjWrdw 

197 經典！ 蛋堡 2010 http://youtu.be/LROhiu1zC-Q 

198 沒禮貌 大嘴巴 2010 http://youtu.be/FCIbG_f_1Pc 

199 荊棘裡的花 F.I.R. 2010 http://youtu.be/72qWjIZ_PbE 

200 灰色河堤 唐禹哲 2010 http://youtu.be/t8fVANQz52M 
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Appendix B 

Codebook 

This codebook contains important instructions and the definitions of the categories in the 
coding sheet.  
I. Basic Information 
1. Coder Number: each coder is assigned a number for identification. 
 1 = Wu, Yi-Hsin 
 2 = Jenq, Hsin-Yi 
 3 = Chang, Meng-Ting 
2. MV Number: the assigned number of each music video. 
3. Country: the country where the song/music video originated.  
 1 = Taiwan  
 2 = U.S.A.  
4. Length: the running length of the music video. 
5. Year: year the song was released.   
 1 = 2000 
 2 = 2010 
6. Gender of Artist(s)/Group: gender of the performers.  
 1 = female solo singer,  
 2 = male solo singer,  
 3 = female group, or female featuring several females 
 4 = male group, or male featuring several males  
 5 = the group is mix with both gender but with more female artists (featuring artists 
        included) 
 6 = the group is mix with both gender but with more male artists (featuring artists 
        included) 
 7 = equal number of male and female artists 
II. Lyrical Presentation 
L.1. Theme of the song (Adapted from Ke, 1994; Saucier, 1986): The general topic of the 

song. Decide whether each of the following themes are present or not in each song. 
Themes are not mutually exclusive.  

 0 = No 
 1 = Yes 
  
 L.1-1. Not concerning any relationships 
 L.1-2. Establishment of love relationship--Celebration 
 L.1-3. Establishment of love relationship--Ambivalence 
 L.1-4. Establishment of love relationship--Difficulties 
 L.1-5. Disintegration of love relationship--Mourning  
 L.1-6. Disintegration of love relationship--Reversibility of decision/Bargaining 
 L.1-7. Disintegration of love relationship--Ex-lover’s mistake 
 L.1-8. Disintegration of love relationship--Cheating/triangle love 
 L.1-9. Disintegration of love relationship--Rationalization of break-up 
 L.1-10. Disintegration of love relationship--Getting over/Moving on 
 L.1-11. Anticipation of love relationship 
 L.1-12. Social commentary on love relationship 
 L.1-13. Other relationships--Friendship/Family 
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Definition of Theme of the song 
L.1-1. Not concerning any relationships: Not involving male-female, male-male, or female-
female love relationships, nor friendship, family relationship. Songs complaining about 
politics; self-complaining songs; songs about social problems; gospel songs; inspirational 
songs and songs about life (or death) belong to this category. 
L.1-2. Establishment of love relationship--Celebration: Songs that express enthusiasm or 
joy of being in love; gentleness and loving emotions; expectation of love; celebrating the 
establishment of love 
L.1-3. Establishment of love relationship--Ambivalence: Feeling of celebration and fear of 
lost co-exist; the ambivalence felt after relationship is established. 
L.1-4. Establishment of love relationship--Difficulties: Expression of difficulties met in a 
relationship such as long distance; relationship not accepted by parents, friends, other social 
members; different opinion and definition on the same relationship (i.e., one thinks of the 
other as a friend while the other sees as a lover) 
L.1-5. Disintegration of love relationship--Mourning: Expressing anguish, sadness, 
reminiscing, of lost love.    
L.1-6. Disintegration of love relationship--Reversibility of decision/Bargaining: Position 
that ex-lover can come back “no matter what.” Pleading, begging to be given another chance. 
L.1-7. Disintegration of love relationship--Ex-lover’s mistake: Ex-lover will regret 
decision to leave; position that it’s unwise and stupid for the ex-lover to leave. 
L.1-8. Disintegration of love relationship--Cheating/triangle love: Breakup is caused by 
another person involving in the love relationship; relationship is doomed because there are 
three people involving. 
L.1-9. Disintegration of love relationship--Rationalization of breakup: Breakup is 
attributed to “fate”; the relationship will not work out and breaking up will be the only 
solution.  
L.1-10. Disintegration of love relationship--Getting over/Moving on: Getting over a 
relationship; expression of moving on with one’s life wither the ex-lover; getting better after 
the breakup; being able to enjoy oneself without a lover 
L.1-11. Anticipation of love relationship: The pursuit of a relationship, seeking a 
lover/desiring a lover. 
L.1-12. Social commentary on love relationship: Advice is given based on experience; 
commenting on the nature of men and women; how to view on a relationship; experience 
sharing. 
L.1-13. Other relationships--Friendship/Family: Expressing friendship; cheering, 
encouraging, giving advice to, comforting a friend or relationships between family members; 
songs for mothers, fathers, brothers and sisters. 
 
L.2. Sexual Content in Lyrics: Please choose from one of the levels which best suits the 

description of sexual content in song lyrics.  
  
 0 = No sexual content in lyrics 
 1 = Slightly to Somewhat--General references, observation, or figurative speech about 

sexual content 
 2 = More to Very--Sexual Content is implied 
 3 = Most--Sexual Content is described 
 
Definition of Sexual Content in Lyrics 
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1. General references, observation, or figurative speech about sexual content: Purely 
focus on physical desires; one night stand; describing sexual encounters. Contents of 
physical contact or desire in either implicit and explicit expressions. Description such as:  
“When your feeling ain’t the same and your body don’t want to (Usher/Burn/2003);”  
“You expect me to just let you hit it/ But will you still respect me if you get it (Nelly 
Furtado/Promiscuous/2006);”  
“無盡無盡的夜晚 /不打烊的小酒館/ 沒有人急著回家/ 沒有人想各自回家/ 無盡無盡

的夜晚/ 愛在舌尖上打轉;” (傅薇/對愛渴望/2009) 
“那一瞬間早以沉睡慾望本能因妳沸騰/ 很陶醉妳已征服融化飢餓異性靈魂/ 無法抗

拒一種完全陷入/ 發條一上/ 不會停止”(杜德偉/Sexy Baby/2001)  
2. Sexual Content is implied: Purely focus on physical desires; one night stand; describing 

sexual encounters. Contents of physical contact or desire in either implicit and explicit 
expressions. Description such as:  
“Hey girl, I can see your body moving / and it’s driving me crazy (Shakira ft. Wyclef 
Jean/Hips don’t lie/2006);”  
“Touch my body, put me on the floor/wrestle me around, play with me some more/ Touch 
my body, throw me on the bed/ I just wanna make you feel like you never did (Mariah 
Carey/Touch my body/2008);”  
“Give it to me baby, nice and slow/ Climb on the top, ride like you in a rodeo (50 cent ft. 
Olivia/Candy shop/2005);”  
“你這個笨蛋/ 想知道我會的樂器嗎/ 乖乖坐在沙發/ 看我吹喇叭 (黃立行/我的夢中

情人/2002);”  

“愛沒有什麼不對/快進我棉被...妳不要在一直去想我們配不配/我不會搞的妳蹦/只
會搞的妳跳/大不了明天早上起床妳會有一點累 (陶喆/討厭紅樓夢/2002)”  

3. Sexual content is described: Purely focus on physical desires; one night stand; describing 
sexual encounters. Contents of physical contact or desire in either implicit and explicit 
expressions. Description such as: 
“Now they’re going to bed / and my stomach is sick…. But she’s touching his chest now / 
he takes off her dress now (The Killers/Mr. Brightside/2004);” 
“Soon as I come through the door she get to pullin on my zipper/It’s like it’s a race who 
can get undressed quicker/ Isn’t it ironic now erotic it is to watch em in thongs/ Had me 
thinking ‘bout that ass after I’m gone… (50 cent ft. Olivia/Candy shop/2005);” 
“每天想著她/枕頭當做她/一起來打炮/你說好不好/我的小弟弟/不要吵不要鬧/我總

有一天一定讓你吃個飽;” (張震嶽/狗男女/2000)” 

  “如果可以/ 我要當你的 AV 男優/ 你是我的夢/ 特別是 A 夢” (MC Hotdog/我哈你

/2007)  
 
III. Visual Presentation 
V.1. Music Video Style: Type of music videos.  
 1 = Drama-styled music videos 
 2 = Performance-styled music videos 
 3 = Mixture of Drama and Performance styles music videos 
 
Definition of Music Video Style 

1. Drama-styled music videos are like miniature dramas, with leading and supporting 
characters, and plots; singers could be or could  not be acting in these videos (i.e, the 
singer acts as one character in the story and also acts as just a singer with singing shots 
interspersed between drama shots).  
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2.  Performance-styled music videos usually occur when the song is a dance or fast 
tempo song. Theses videos only have singing and dancing scenes.  

3. Mixture of two or more styles. E.g., pure singing and dancing scenes are cut into a 
story line. These music videos do contain a story line but while acting out the story, 
dancing performance or purely singing scenes would appear in between. Animation 
and cartoons and drama or performance are mixed in one music video. 
 

V.2. Characters in MV:  
 0 = No human characters 
 1 = Female character dominant MV 
 2 = Male character dominant MV 
 3 = Equal number of male and female characters 
 
Definition of Character(s)  
0 if there is no human characters, characters in animation or cartoon style does not count as 
human characters. If there are one or more female characters in the music video, put 1, if 
there are one or more male characters in the music video, put 2. If in the music video, female 
characters and male characters are about the same number, put 3. 
 
V.3. Sexual Content - Objectification (Sommers-Flanagan et al., 1993): Instances where 
the camera focuses on an isolated body part. Any portrayal of a person being primarily one 
body part or sets of body parts rather than being presented as a whole person, e.g., cleavage, 
lips, buttocks, thighs etc. A short pause on one or more of these body parts count as 
objectification. A camera glance trough the body, focusing mostly on one or more of these 
body parts also count as objectification. Shots of upper half of a person, or the showing of a 
person’s whole face as a close-up is not considered objectification.  
 1 = Objectification of female character(s)   
 2 = Objectification of male character(s)    
 3 = Objectification of female and male characters 
 4 = No objectification 
V.4. Sexual Content - Female attire (Adapted from Laake, 2005): Please rate from 1 to 5 

on both leading and supporting female characters’ clothing. 0 when there is not 
female characters. Scale definitions are as such:  

 9 = Not Applicable 
 0 = No Sexual Clothing 
 1 = Slightly: Form-fitting tight shirts/pants/dress, low neckline, low back, slightly 

revealing clothes (e.g. A small patch of see through on clothing, skirts with front 
shorter than the back, etc.), sexually suggestive word/phrase on shirt or pants (i.e., 
“lick it,” “dirty,” etc.) 

 2 = Somewhat: Exposed stomach, short skirt/shorts/dress (mid-thigh or higher, but not 
exposing buttocks), slit in dress/skirt (mid-thigh or higher), one piece swim suit 

 3 = More: Cleavage, exposed underwear (not including thongs), extremely short 
shorts/skirts/dress (exposing half or one third of buttocks), bikini, more than half see 
through material in clothes, bath/beach towel only, upper back nudity,   

 4 = Very: Topless but hiding breasts with hands, lingerie only (i.e., bra, panties, 
nighties, stockings, suspenders), exposed thong underwear, thong underwear only, 
topless exposing breasts, exposed breasts (front or side), exposed buttocks, full back 
nudity, front nudity with nipples and private parts covered, erotic lingerie (see 
through lace material, large slits or holes on clothes, etc.), nudity (in-between wearing 
underwear and being totally nude), total nudity.  
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V.5. Sexual Content - Male attire: Please rate from 1 to 6 on both leading and supporting 
male characters’ clothing. 0 when there are no male characters. Scale definitions are 
as such: 

 9 = Not Applicable 
 0 = No Sexual Clothing 
 1 = Slightly: Form-fitting tight shirts/pants, sexually suggestive word/phrase on shirt 

or pants (i.e., “lick it,” “dirty,” etc.) 
 2 = Somewhat: Partially opened shirt (2-3 buttons), exposed chest with clothes on, 

exposed underwear, low rise pants showing the bottom belly part, upper back nudity  
 3 = More: Swim suit, topless, more than half see through material in clothes, 

bath/beach towel only, loose boxer underwear only, tight and/or short 
shorts/underwear only, 

 4 = Very: Exposed buttocks, back nudity, front nudity with private parts covered, 
erotic underwear (thongs, underwear with slits or holes), nudity (in-between wearing 
underwear and being totally nude), total nudity. 

V.6. Sexual Content - Behavior (Adapted from Music videos--Sex code book, n.d.): 
Please rate from 0 to 5 on all characters’ (both female and male) behaviors. Scale 
definitions are:  

 0 = No sexual behavior. 
 1 = Slightly: Including hand holding, hugging/embracing, arms around shoulders, 

arms around waist, kiss/peck on any part of the face/body except for breasts and 
private parts, gentle lip kiss/peck (lip touching not over 5 seconds), slight sexy but not 
seductive dancing like moving hips in a childish way, not womanly way 

 2 = Somewhat: Including passionate lip kissing (lip touching over 5 seconds, french 
kissing, obvious tongue movements or saliva showing or exchanges through kissing) 
without other sexual contact, seductive dancing with clothing (moving hips and waist 
in a womanly way, self body touching, slowly touching and through the legs, 
squeezing cleavage, etc.), sexually suggestive movements/gestures (e.g., licking 
fingers, squeezing cleavage, self touching, breast touching, hip spanking), removal of 
clothing without visible nudity/stripping 

 3 = More: In addition to or instead of level 1 and 2 portrayal, behavior considered 
foreplay like groping, fondling, rubbing, or grinding and caressing/stroking of self or 
other persons with clothes on or partially clothed, passionate kissing while caressing 
the other person’s or self’s body, passionate kissing while stripping the other person’s 
or self’s clothing; visible female breasts showing but no genital areas; very seductive 
dancing (in addition to the movements in level 2, dancing and removing clothing at 
the same time; dancing in very sexy clothing like bikini top and thong or lingerie, 
shaking the buttocks), dirty dancing/lap dance 

 4 = Very: Implicit Sexuality. In this level, characters are visibly naked (in-between 
totally naked and wearing lingerie/underwear) or wearing only underwear or cover in 
bed sheets supposed to be undressed , movements implied sexual intercourse, 
penetration, or masturbation whiled clothed, half clothed, or almost naked (with 
private parts and female nipples covered) are shown; another way of presenting is a 
couple undressing each other and having body contacts, and then the image is cut to 
indicate the finish of the sexual activity, or using other way to indicate the sexual 
activity is in process. 

 5 = Most: Explicit Sexuality. Characters are visibly naked (as in “Very” group, or 
more exposing) movements of sexual intercourse, penetration, or masturbation are 
clearly shown, genital areas might be shown sometimes, although blurred due to 
censorship. 
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Appendix C 

Music Video Screenshots  

 
Sexual Content-Objectification 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively demonstrated objectification of a male and a 
female character. 
 

Figure 2. Objectification of male character. From P!nk, There 
you go (2000). Retrieved from http://youtu.be/66LnhtnSoKc

  
 

 
 
Sexual Content-Female Attire 

Figure 4 showed example of female clothing of slightly sexual, with form-fitting 

clothes and pants. Figure 5 and Figure 6 showed female attire of somewhat sexual, with 

exposed stomach and short skirts mid-thigh or higher but not revealing buttocks. Figure 7 and 

Figure 8 displayed female clothing of more sexual level, with cleavage clearly showing and 

bikini outfit. Figure 9 and Figure 10 demonstrated female attire of very sexual level. In 

 

Figure 3. Objectification of female character.  
From Madonna, Music (2000). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/GzqXZaFakTE 
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Figure 9, the character was topless with parts of her breasts exposed, while in Figure 10 one 

of the characters was dressed in thong underwear and revealing it. 

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  

 

Figure 4. Female attire--Slightly: Form fitting clothing.  
From Joe, I wanna know (2000). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/dJ8VjyPw0qY 

 

Figure 5. Female attire--Somewhat: Exposed stomach.  
From Christina Aguilera,What a girl wants (2000). 
Retrieved from http://youtu.be/hpspGHeLOPE 

 

Figure 6. Female attire--Somewhat: Short skirts.  
From 郭書瑤, Honey (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/WhlE1NV2ifY 
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Figure 7. Female attire--More: Cleavage.  
From 蔡依林, 無言以對 (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/WAQL4pw4Nx4 

 

Figure 8. Female attire--More: Bikini.  
From Taio Cruz ft. Ludicris, Break your heart (2010). 
Retrieved from http://youtu.be/y_SI2EDM6Lo 

 

Figure 9. Female attire--Very: Tolpess & exposed breasts.  
From P!nk, There you go (2000). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/66LnhtnSoKc 
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Sexual Content-Male Attire 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 displayed slightly sexual level of male attire, with form 

fitting tops. Figure 13 showed male clothing at somewhat sexual level, with exposed chests. 

Figure 14 and figure 15 demonstrated more sexual level of male attire. Figure 14 showed a 

male character in underwear only, while Figure 15 showed male characters in swimsuits.  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Male Attire--Slightly: Form fitting tops.  
From Santana and The Product G&B, Maria Maria (2000). 
Retrieved from http://youtu.be/nPLV7lGbmT4 

 

Figure 10. Female attire--Very: Exposed thong underwear. From Lady 
Gaga ft. Beyoncé, Telephone (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/EVBsypHzF3U 
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Figure 12. Male Attire--Slightly: Form fitting tops.  
From 吳克羣, 絕對不放(2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/BUDVPsiA6KQ 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Male Attire--More: Underwear only.  
From 鄭秀文, 至理名言 (2000). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/KSncQMoF-aM 
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Sexual Content-Behavior  

Figure 16 showed slightly sexual behavior: hugging between a couple. Figure 17 and 

Figure 18 demonstrated somewhat sexual behaviors: self-touching and passionate lip kissing. 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 displayed sexual behavior at more level, involving dirty dancing and 

one character stroking and stripping the other character. Figure 21 showed implicit sex, 

which belonged to very sexual level.  

 

 

 

Figure 16. Behavior--Slightly: Hugging.  
From S.H.E, 愛就對了 (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/5Xvud7uqWNw 

 

Figure 17. Behavior--Somewhat: Self-touching.  
From 蔡依林, 無言以對 (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/WAQL4pw4Nx4 

 

Figure 15. Male Attire--More: Swim suit.  
From Katy Perry, Teenage Dream (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/98WtmW-lfeE 
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Figure 18. Behavior--Somewhat: passionate lip kissing.  
From Eminem ft. Rihanna, Love the way you lie (2010).  
Retrieved from http://youtu.be/uelHwf8o7_U 

 

Figure 19. Behavior--More: Dirty dancing.  
From Rihanna, Rude Boy (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/e82VE8UtW8A 

 

Figure 20. Behavior--More: Stripping and stoking the other 
person.  
From Rihanna, Rude Boy (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/e82VE8UtW8A 
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Figure 21. Behavior -- Very: Implicit sexuality.  
From Katy Perry, Teenage Dream (2010). Retrieved from 
http://youtu.be/98WtmW-lfeE 
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